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The project was carried out in 2 distinct phases. In the first phase we established the 
general validity of using an ensemble approach to Single Column Modeling (SCM) using 
the Manus and Nauru sites. In the second phase we derived and applied an ensemble 
forcing derivation technique to observations. First we derived an ensemble forcing 
estimate for the TWP-ICE experiment and then by  extended the method to provide three 
wet seasons of “continuous ensemble forcing” for the Darwin site. The main purpose of 
using ensemble techniques in SCM simulation is to be able to assess how much of the 
overall SCM simulation error is due to model errors and how much due to errors in the 
forcing. Below we briefly summarize the main results of the entire project. All relevant 
publications are appended to this report.

Step 1: Establish the ESCM technique

Using NWP re-analysis products we first derived forcing data sets for SCM models over 
the TWP sites of Manus and Nauru. We thoroughly evaluated the quality of the derived 
data sets against observations from radiosondes at the sites. We then applied the derived 
forcing data sets to two SCMs to identify the main source of uncertainties resulting from 
forcing data in SCM studies. We conclusively showed that it is mainly the boundary 
conditions, and not as previously thought the initial conditions, that drive uncertainties in 
SCMs. We further showed that the ensemble methodology does allow to separate model 
error from forcing errors. The results of this part of the study are summarized in Hume and 
Jakob (2005, attached)

Step 2: Use the ESCM technique in model evaluation

Having established the ESCM technique, we applied it to the evaluation of the BMRC SCM 
to demonstrate how ensemble techniques can be combined with regime-oriented model 
evaluation and probabilistic model evaluation techniques to identify model errors and to 
separate them from errors in the prescribed forcing. We also applied the technique to 
assess possible modifications to the parametrization of convection in the ECWMF model. 
We showed that the ESCM techniques is capable of clearly  identifying the effect of the 
changes on the model results, an important characteristic in its application to judge model 
improvements. The result of this part of the study  are summarized in Hume and Jakob 
(2007, attached).

Step 3: Derive best-estimate forcing data sets for TWP-ICE

The TWP-ICE experiment in Jan/Feb 2006 in Darwin spent much effort taking 
observations to derive forcing data sets for SCM studies. The data collected during the 
experiment provided the foundation for the main thrust of the research over the second 
phase of the project. As outlined above, the purpose of the research was to assess the 
uncertainties in the derivation of SCM forcing data and to provide an alternative 



methodology of SCM simulations based on ensemble techniques that inherently  include 
the uncertainties in the forcing data sets and hence allow us to estimate the uncertainties 
in the model results directly resulting from forcing errors. The first step to deriving an 
ensemble forcing for TWP-ICE was to derive the conventional best-estimate forcing data 
set for TWP-ICE. This was achieved in collaboration with the LLNL group and the result of 
this work are published in Xie et al. (2010, attached).
 
Step 4: Derive ensemble forcing data set for TWP-ICE

Having established the best-estimate data set, the next step was to derive an ensemble 
forcing data set for the TWP-ICE period. As a publication on this is still in preparation, we 
summarize the main ideas of doing so here. The basic approach relies on assessing the 
uncertainties in the observations that form the input to the constrained variational analysis 
technique that is used in ARM to derive model forcing data from observations and that was 
used above in determining the best-guess data set. 

The main source area-mean rainfall information in this and other TWP-ICE studies are 
rainfall estimates from a C-band polarimetric radar located near Darwin. While the radar 
provides excellent spatial coverage to estimate area means, deriving rain rates from radar 
variables will lead to errors in the rainfall estimates. A first step in the ensemble 
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Figure 1: Location of rain gauges used in this study in and around the pentagon-shaped
TWP-ICE domain. Comparison of radar derived rainfall data to gauge rainfall data is 
conducted at all stations. The coloured area around each gauge shows the region of the 
TWP-ICE domain closest area closest to that gauge.



construction is to estimate these errors. To do so, we use rain gauge observations around 
Darwin.

Radar rain rates vary  in space and time and radar errors may vary considerably based on 
location and timing of rain events. The array of rain gauge data shown in Figure 1 is used 
as a reference for the radar-derived rainfall data. A grid of 3x3 radar pixels (approximately 
9 km2) are averaged and compared to rain gauge over an accumulated period of 180min 
where both rain rates are greater than 1mm. By performing this analysis at many locations 
over the TWP-ICE domain it is anticipated that the differing sources of error may be better 
accounted for.
Examples of the ratio of radar-derived rainfall data to rain gauge rainfall data are shown in 
Figure 2 for two rain gauges. Assuming that rain gauge data may be a better estimate of 
rainfall than radar-derived data, ratios close to 1 suggest small errors in the radar data with 
smaller standard deviations showing the clustering of the errors. The statistics in Figure 2 
for the observed data show differences in the mean values and standard deviations at the 
two locations suggesting that indeed errors have different spatial patterns. As the data 
tends to cluster about 1, the two observed datasets predominantly agree on the magnitude 
of rainfall although the long tails of the error distribution show large errors can be 
identified.

Radar errors have been shown to have a log-normal distribution so an estimate of the 
errors is found by fitting a log-normal curve to the observed errors shown in Figure 2. By 
design the statistics of the log-normal distribution are similar to those given for the 
observations. Therefore the log-normal distributions gives a good estimate of the errors 
found comparing observations of radar and rain gauge observed rainfall data. 

The log-normal distribution parameters are used to construct an ensemble of rain rates at 
each radar pixel as follows. The distribution of radar to gauge rainfall ratios is divided into 
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Figure 2: Distributions of radar-derived rainfall normalised by rain gauge rainfall for
two rain gauges for TWP-ICE. A log-normal fit is shown in the solid line. Statistics of
the observed data and the fit data is given in the top right of each panel



100 percentiles. Then the mean ratio for each percentile is used to multiply  the radar rain 
values, providing 100 rainfall values (one for each percentile) at each radar pixel. For each 
radar pixel, the error distribution derived at the nearest rain gauge is used.

Having derived rainfall error estimates at each radar pixel expressed as 100 values of 
rainfall from the lowest to the highest, the next task is to estimate the error in the area-
mean rainfall. This requires assumptions about the spatial correlation of the individual
pixel errors. As our goal is to span the widest range of possibilities, we will assume the 
worst case scenario of maximum correlation. In other words, we assume that whenever 
the largest possible error occurs at one pixel, the largest error in the same direction occurs 
at all radar pixels. This is an extremely simple assumption and will maximise the possible  
error in the area-mean rainfall, consistent with our goal to maximise ensemble spread.

Using this assumption, 100 values of area-mean rainfall are derived by simply averaging 
the pixel-rainfall rates within each percentile, i.e., the first percentile of the area-mean 
rainfall distribution is simply the average of all first-percentile values at each pixel and so 
on stepping through all percentiles. Figure 3 shows the 100 cumulative rainfall timeseries
in this way for TWP-ICE. For comparison, the figure includes the best-estimate rainfall
timeseries as derived by Xie et al., (2010) which falls close to the 50th percentile as might 
be anticipated from the method the distribution was constructed. Whilst the error estimates
allow for a large range of possible rainfall values 50% of the distribution falls between the
25th and 75th percentile of the distribution which has a limited range of rainfall.
Each of these 100 scenarios are then processed separately using the variational analysis 
(all other observations are unchanged and are the same for each scenario) to produce 100 
separate forcings that are all equally possible given the uncertainty in rainfall estimate. The 
higher (lower) the percentile corresponds to stronger (weaker) surface precipitation. Figure 
4 shows the vertical velocity profile averaged over both the active and suppressed 
monsoon for each ensemble member as well as key percentiles. It can be seen the 
stronger rainfall (higher percentiles) is associated with stronger vertical motion. In the 
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Figure 3: Ensemble cumulative rainfall timeseries for TWP-ICE derived from error
estimates in radar-derived rainfall. Broken and light-coloured lines show all ensemble
members with key ensemble members (5th, 25th, 50th, 75th and 95th) as black 
continuous lines. The best estimate forcing, used here and in the CRM intercomparison, 
is shown by small circles.



active monsoon there is always strong upward vertical motion, although the ensemble 
members with weaker rainfall have weaker vertical motion. During the suppressed 
monsoon the ensemble members with strong rainfall have upward vertical motion at all 
levels. The lower percentiles, with weaker rainfall, have upward motion at lower levels 
(below 650hPa) but downward motion above. In addition to the ensemble members, 
Figures 4 shows the standard best estimate for vertical velocity. As is evident the best 
estimate results are close, but not identical, to the 50th percentile of the ensemble forcing. 

Whilst there is a large spread in omega it is again worth noting that 50% of the ensemble 
members lie in the limited range between the 25-75th percentile lines. While each 
ensemble member is equally likely, most cluster around the 50th ensemble member and 
the best estimate and that the most extreme omega values are rare. These difference in 
omega imply changes in low-level convergence and upper-level divergence through the 
continuity equation and will have an effect on convection.

Investigations were made into whether the additional variational analysis inputs should be 
modified in order to be more physically consistent. For example, an estimate of rainfall 
error has been used to derive alternative rainfall timeseries but increased rainfall may, in 
the simplest terms, also be associated with more deep  cloud and therefore reduced top of 
the atmosphere longwave radiation, which is also an input to the variational analysis.
Sensitivity studies where the radiation was varied in conjunction with rainfall had little 
impact on the resulting large-scale atmosphere. 

The 100 large-scale datasets may be used to provide forcing data for SCM and CRM and 
when simulated provide additional information, when compared to using a best estimate 
simulation alone, of model accuracy and spread.
 
Step 5: Lead a community SCM comparison study using the ensemble forcing
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Figure 4: Time-averaged vertical profiles of omega over active (left) and suppressed
(right) for all ensemble members. Broken and light-coloured lines show all ensemble
members with key ensemble members (5th, 25th, 50th, 75th and 95th) as black 
continuous lines. The best estimate forcing, used here and in the CRM intercomparison, 
is shown by small circles. Note the different x-axis.



In the final step of this research we applied the 100 forcing data sets to a large number of 
single column model to study  their ability  to simulate the TWP-ICE cloud and convective 
conditions. We find that the largest spread in the model results exist in the suppressed 
period of TWP-ICE, while the active and break periods (both periods of deep convection) 
show smaller spread. This may be seen as somewhat surprising given that the active and 
break periods exhibit a much larger spread in the forcing itself. We interpret this result as 
showing that under strong forcing (active and break period) the model (and perhaps the 
real atmosphere) are strongly controlled by the forcing data itself. During the suppressed 
period on the other hand the model has a wider range of possible solutions and so small 
changes to the forcing allow large deviations in the model results. These early results have 
very  recently been shown to also hold when the ensemble forcing is applied to a simple 2-
dimensional cloud resolving model. The results of this intercomparison study are currently 
being prepared for publication. 
 
Step 6: Deriving a long-term ensemble data set for Darwin
 
Another line of our research focused on comparing the observation-derived model forcing 
data sets with those directly derived from NWP systems we evaluated the ability of 
ECMWF NWP analyses to correctly represent the large scales in the tropics. Through this 
assessment we can explore the use of NWP data to generate long-term forcing data sets 
in particular by combining the NWP analysis with additional observations (e.g., rainfall). 
We found that there are significant differences between the observed and NWP data sets. 
The NWP analysis shows some difficulties in representing the observed distribution of 
vertical motion. When deriving vertical velocity using a “hybrid” approach where the 
radiosonde observations used in the variational analysis are replaced by  data from the 
ECMWF NWP analysis, while the rainfall and other observed boundary  conditions are 
used in deriving the forcing in a way identical to that used in the fully observed case. We 
can show that many of the differences between the ECMWF and observed forcing 
disappear. This indicates that the combination of NWP analyses with observations of the 
boundary conditions, most notably rainfall observations, can provide a very close 
approximation of the results based entirely on observations. While this has been 
highlighted before for the extratropical ARM SGP site, our work is the first to apply these 
techniques in the tropics. As the rainfall and other boundary condition data is available 
from radar and satellites for long period of times, this finding will enable the application of 
the forcing derivation techniques to long periods of time, thereby, for the first time, 
providing the community with long-term reliable estimates of the large-scale state of the 
tropical atmosphere in conjunction with detailed observations of the convective state. A 
publication on this part of our research is also in preparation.  
 
Having established its feasibility long-term forcing data sets for the Darwin region using 
both the techniques described above, i.e. the use of NWP instead of soundings and the 
use of ensemble techniques were derived. At the end of or research we have derived 3 
wet-seasons of ensemble forcing data (~1900 six-hourly samples). 

Products:

We have delivered both an ensemble model forcing data sets for Naura and Manus and 
those for TWP-ICE and the long-term forcing data sets to the ARM PI archive, where they 
are available under http://www.arm.gov/data/pi/10 and http://www.arm.gov/data/pi/46. We 
also delivered a model evaluation data set for Nauru and Manus spanning the same 
period as the forcing data. The latter is available under http://www.arm.gov/data/pi/11.

http://www.arm.gov/data/pi/10
http://www.arm.gov/data/pi/10
http://www.arm.gov/data/pi/46
http://www.arm.gov/data/pi/46
http://www.arm.gov/data/pi/11
http://www.arm.gov/data/pi/11
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[1] Single column models (SCMs) are useful tools for the evaluation of parameterisations
of radiative and moist processes used in general circulation models (GCMs). Most SCM
studies to date have concentrated on regions where there is a sufficiently dense
observational network to derive the required forcing data. This paper describes an
ensemble single column modeling (ESCM) approach where the forcing data are derived
from numerical weather prediction (NWP) analysis products. To highlight the benefits of
the ESCM approach, four forcing data sets were derived for a two year period at the
Tropical Western Pacific ARM (Atmospheric Radiation Measurement Program) sites at
Manus Island and Nauru. In the first section of the study, the NWP derived forcing
data are validated against a range of observations at the tropical sites. In the second
section, the sensitivity of two different SCMs to uncertainties in the forcing data sets are
analysed. It is shown that despite the inherent uncertainties in the NWP derived forcing
data, an ESCM approach is able to identify errors in the SCM physics. This suggests
the ESCM approach is useful for testing parameterisations in relatively observation sparse
regions, such as the TWP.

Citation: Hume, T., and C. Jakob (2005), Ensemble single column modeling (ESCM) in the tropical western Pacific: Forcing data

sets and uncertainty analysis, J. Geophys. Res., 110, D13109, doi:10.1029/2004JD005704.

1. Introduction

[2] Radiative and moist processes play a critical role in
the Earth’s climate system, yet the parameterisations of
these processes in current general circulation models
(GCMs) still contain many uncertainties. Consequently,
considerable effort has been put into developing frame-
works to test GCM parameterisations. These range from
testing parameterisations inside a full three dimensional
model [e.g., Grell, 1993] through to cloud resolving
models (CRMs) and Single Column Models (SCMs) [e.g.,
Randall et al., 1996; Bechtold et al., 2000; Bergman and
Sardeshmukh, 2003]. Each of these methods have their own
strengths and weaknesses. For example, a full GCM tests
the parameterisation as it is intended to be used. However,
the results from a full GCM can sometimes be difficult to
interpret because of the many complex interactions and
feedbacks between physical and dynamical processes. Ad-
ditionally, GCMs require considerable computational
resources, thereby limiting the number of tests which can
be performed. For reasons such as these, SCMs have
become popular for testing parameterisations outside the
full GCM.
[3] As the name implies, a SCM is a model containing a

single column of grid points. As such, SCMs are only
capable of modeling processes in the vertical dimension.

Information about dynamical processes in the horizontal
dimensions must be provided to the model as prescribed
forcing data. There are several methods for specifying these
data, as discussed by Randall and Cripe [1999]. One
commonly used method is horizontal advective forcing. In
this method, the horizontal advective tendencies of specific
humidity, temperature and momentum, or equivalent varia-
bles, are prescribed. Additionally, it is necessary to pre-
scribe the large scale vertical velocity and the pressure
gradient or geostrophic wind field. This is sufficient infor-
mation to tell the model what the effect of the large scale
dynamical processes will be. Obviously the model also
needs the initial temperature, humidity and wind profiles
throughout the atmosphere. Typical data requirements for
running a SCM using this method are summarised in
Table 1. It is possible, and may be useful, to initialise SCMs
with additional variables such as the cloud liquid and ice
mixing ratios, and force the models using the advective
tendencies of these variables. Unfortunately, these variables
are not often observed. Therefore they are not listed in
Table 1. A common approach to overcome this problem,
which is adopted in this study, is to focus on SCM predic-
tions greater than about 12 hours. This allows the model
sufficient time to develop reasonable cloud representations.
[4] Most previous studies have derived the required forc-

ing data from observations [e.g., Randall and Cripe, 1999].
An objective analysis method, such as the scheme described
by Zhang and Lin [1997], is used to derive the advective
tendencies and vertical velocity at the site where the SCM is
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being run. Unfortunately, there are few locations where there
is a sufficiently dense observational network to derive the
forcing data. When sufficient observations do exist, they are
usually part of a short duration observational program,
such as the Atmospheric Radiation Measurement (ARM
[Ackerman and Stokes, 2003; Stokes and Schwartz, 1994])
program’s Intensive Operational Periods (IOPs).
[5] Another method is to derive the forcing data from a

CRM. For example, Bechtold et al. [2000] derived forcing
data for a GEWEX (Global Energy and Water-cycle
EXperiment) Cloud System Study (GCSS) SCM inter-
comparison from a three dimensional CRM. This method
is useful for situations when the available observations are
insufficient to derive accurate forcing data. However, often
CRM data are not available, or they are computationally
prohibitive to generate. Therefore, several researchers have
used standard Numerical Weather Prediction (NWP) prod-
ucts, constrained by surface and top of the atmosphere
observations, to derive the SCM forcing data [e.g., Xie et
al., 2003, 2004].
[6] A variation on the previous approach, which is

adopted in this paper, is to derive the required forcing data
solely from NWP products. There are several advantages to
this method. Firstly, forcing data can be derived anywhere
where NWP analyses are available. Additionally, it is easy
to derive forcing data for long continuous periods. Some
authors [e.g., Emanuel and �Zivković-Rothman, 1999] argue
that in order to test convective schemes, it is necessary to
make fully prognostic model runs over periods of twenty or
more days. This is very difficult to achieve with forcing data
derived from observations, as most intensive observational
campaigns are of limited duration.
[7] On the other hand, it is well known that NWP

analyses contain considerable uncertainties, especially in
relatively data sparse regions, such as the tropical Pacific.
This is of concern for SCMs, which are sensitive to
uncertainties in the initial conditions and external forcing
data, as shown by Hack and Pedretti [2000]. By adding
small random perturbations to the initial conditions, they
found clear bifurcations in the SCM solutions. This led
them to suggest that an ensemble approach was desirable
when using SCMs. Based on the above considerations, it

seems that an ensemble single column modeling (ESCM)
approach is also likely to be beneficial when using forcing
data derived solely from NWP analyses.
[8] The first objective of this paper is to describe the

derivation from NWP analyses, and validation against
observations, of an ensemble of four forcing data sets at
the ARM Tropical Western Pacific (TWP) sites of Manus
Island and Nauru during 1999 and 2000. Since 1998, high
quality, continuous observations have been available from
these sites. Unfortunately, being isolated islands, the radio-
sonde network is insufficient to enable SCM forcing data to
be derived from observations. Therefore, apart from some
studies using TOGA-COARE (Tropical Ocean/Global
Atmosphere Program: Coupled Ocean-Atmosphere
Response Experiment) data [e.g., Bechtold et al., 2000],
there has been relatively little SCM research in this region.
The preceding considerations make the TWP an ideal loca-
tion to test SCM forcing data derived from NWP analyses.
[9] The second part of the paper investigates the use of

the NWP derived forcing data in the European Centre for
Medium Range Weather Forecasting (ECMWF) and Aus-
tralian Bureau of Meteorology Research Centre (BMRC)
SCMs. The ECMWF SCM is the single column version of
the model used for the ERA-40 reanalysis [Uppala, 2002].
The BMRC SCM is described by Roff [2004]. The two
questions which are addressed are: how sensitive are the
SCMs to uncertainties in the initial conditions and forcing
data?; and can an ESCM approach be used to distinguish
errors caused by the physical parameterisations from errors
caused by uncertainties in the initial conditions and forcing
data?

2. Forcing Derivation for ESCM

[10] As mentioned above, SCM forcing data were derived
for Manus Island and Nauru from four NWP analyses;
namely ERA-40 reanalyses, ECMWF operational analyses,
analyses from the Australian Bureau of Meteorology Global
Analysis and Prediction System (GASP) and NCEP R-2
reanalyses. Descriptions of the four NWP sources can be
found in Uppala [2002], Gregory et al. [2000], Seaman et
al. [1995], and Kanamitsu et al. [2002], respectively. The
main features of each model are also summarised in Table 2.
[11] Despite having comprehensive archives of the afore-

mentioned NWP analyses, the forcing data requirements for
SCMs are still rather onerous. For example, the advective
tendencies of temperature, humidity and momentum are not
archived, nor are the pressure gradients or geostrophic
winds. These quantities obviously have to be derived from
quantities which have been archived. Fortunately, there are
some simplifications that can ease the process of deriving
the forcing terms, yet not significantly affect the utility of
the SCMs for the purposes of this study.

Table 1. Minimum Data Requirements for a Typical SCM Run

Using Horizontal Advective Forcing

Initial Conditions Forcing Data

Temperature sounding Advective tendency of temperature
Specific humidity sounding Advective tendency of specific humidity
U and V wind sounding Advective tendency of momentum

Vertical velocity
Pressure gradient (or geostrophic winds)
Surface characteristics (elevation, albedo etc)

Table 2. NWP Analyses Used to Derive the SCM Forcing Data

ERA-40 ECMWF GASP NCEP

Resolution 2.5� lat-lon. 0.5� lat-lon. 0.75� lat., 0.5� lon. 2.5� lat-lon.
Times, UTC 00:00, 06:00,

12:00, 18:00
00:00, 06:00,

12:00, 18:00
23:00, 05:00,

11:00, 17:00
00:00, 06:00,

12:00, 18:00
Levels 1000–1 hPa

23 pressure + surface
1000–10 hPa

15 pressure + surface
Surface–10 hPa

29 sigma
1000–10 hPa

15 pressure + surface
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[12] Firstly, it is standard practice to avoid deriving
advective tendencies of momentum by nudging the SCM
with the two analysed (or observed) horizontal wind com-
ponents, as described by Randall and Cripe [1999]. A
consequence of doing this is that the SCM loses any
predictive power for momentum. Considering that the main
focus of this study is on cloud and radiative processes, this
loss of predictive power is considered acceptable. There-
fore, the SCM was nudged with the six hourly analysed
horizontal wind components throughout this study.
[13] Another consequence of nudging the SCM with the

horizontal wind components is that the pressure gradient or
geostrophic wind term becomes less of an issue. Therefore,
this term was set to zero. In any case, the ARM sites are
close to the equator (Manus Island is at 2.058�S and Nauru
is at 0.521�S), and consequently the coriolis term is small.
The small coriolis term makes it difficult to accurately
calculate the geostrophic wind, because numerical consid-
erations can cause significant uncertainties.
[14] The process for deriving SCM forcing data is illus-

trated in Figure 1. Forcing data were derived for the entire
1999 and 2000 period. As alluded to earlier, this period was
primarily chosen based on the availability of the NWP
analyses and suitable validating observations. The temporal
resolution of the forcing data is limited to six hours by the
availability of the NWP analyses. Previous studies show
that, in the absence of strong diurnal cycles in the forcing
data, this is adequate for SCMs [e.g., Emanuel and
�Zivković-Rothman, 1999; Randall and Cripe, 1999; Xie et
al., 2003].
[15] Firstly, each of the NWP analyses are regridded, if

necessary, onto a 2.5� � 2.5� grid covering the tropical

Pacific (20�S–20�N and 110�E–80�W). 2.5� is the lowest
resolution of the NWP analyses used in this study, it is also
a typical resolution for current GCMs. When the NWP
resolution is higher than 2.5� (e.g., the ECMWF operational
analyses are on a 0.5� grid), it is reduced to 2.5� by
averaging.
[16] Despite the simplifications described earlier, the

archived NWP analyses still do not include all the fields
required to run a SCM (refer to Table 1). Therefore, it is
necessary to derive some terms from variables which are
archived. The required derivations are performed after the
data have been remapped to the 2.5 degree grid, so as to
minimise the effect of different model resolutions. In
particular, none of the analyses include the advective
tendencies of temperature and specific humidity. These are
derived by

AT ¼ �V � rT ð1Þ

Aq ¼ �V � rq ð2Þ

where T is the temperature, q is the specific humidity, V is
the horizontal wind velocity and AT and Aq are respectively
the horizontal advective tendencies of temperature and
specific humidity.
[17] The gradients in equations (1) and (2) are calculated

using a cubic spline method. Other numerical techniques for
calculating the gradients, such as centred differences, were
also tested. It was found that the differences between the
advective tendencies calculated using different numerical
techniques were less than the differences between tenden-

Figure 1. Derivation of SCM forcing data from NWP analyses. The locations of Manus Island (M:
2.058�S, 147.425�E) and Nauru (N: 0.521�S, 166.916�E) are also shown.
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cies calculated using different NWP data sets. Furthermore,
SCM runs were not significantly affected by the numerical
technique used to derive the gradients.
[18] Finally, it is obvious that an SCM will only require

forcing data from a single column of the large tropical
Pacific domain described previously. For the purposes of
this study, the columns of grid points closest to Manus
Island and Nauru were extracted from each analysis.

3. Validation of Initial Conditions and
Forcing Data

[19] From the description of the data derivation in the
preceding section, it is clear that the initial condition and
forcing data are likely to contain uncertainties which have a
significant impact on the SCM runs. Therefore, this section
will focus on quantifying these uncertainties.
[20] There are a number of possible sources of uncertain-

ties in the initial condition and forcing data. These include
uncertainties in the NWP analyses used to derive the forcing
terms, and uncertainties resulting from the numerical tech-
niques used in the derivation. Furthermore, it must be borne
in mind that the NWP analyses are on a 2.5� grid, so there
will be issues with how representative these data are at the
point locations where the SCMs are run. It is worth noting
that the mountainous terrain of Papua New Guinea is only
two or three grid points away from Manus Island. This may
affect, for example, the advective tendency derivations,
where the values of the surrounding grid points are used
to calculate the temperature and specific humidity gradients.
[21] Obviously, validation of the initial condition and

forcing data is restricted by the availability of suitable
observations. The observations used for validation are
briefly described below. As discussed earlier, there are
insufficient observations at the TWP ARM sites to derive
all the forcing terms. A corollary of this is that direct
validation of all the NWP derived forcing terms with
observations is not possible. On the other hand, there are
observations of the initial condition data required by the
SCMs. It is therefore convenient to split the validation into
two parts. Firstly, the initial condition terms are directly
validated against observations. In the second part, indirect
methods are used to validate some of the most important
forcing terms, namely the vertical velocity and the hori-
zontal advective tendencies of temperature and specific
humidity.

3.1. Observations Used for Validation

[22] The observations used for validation are summarised
in Table 3. All the surface and radiosonde observations were

made at the ARM sites [Mather et al., 1998]. Quality
control checks were applied to remove low quality data.
[23] The radiosondes used at the TWP ARM sites during

1999 and 2000 were Vaisala RS-80H models. These are
known to produce a dry bias of as much as 10% [e.g.,
Revercomb et al., 2003; Wang et al., 2002]. To remove this
bias, the water vapor profiles were calibrated against the
microwave radiometers (MWR) at Manus Island and Nauru
using the method described by Turner et al. [2003].
[24] In addition to the ARM data, various cloud and

radiation products derived from GMS-5 (Geostationary
Meteorological Satellite) infrared (IR) and visible (VIS)
imagery were available, starting in June 1999. These data
were produced using the method of Minnis et al. [1995] as
reported by Nordeen et al. [2001].
[25] It is worth noting that validation of the NWP data

will also be affected by uncertainties inherent in the obser-
vations. There are two components to these observational
errors. Firstly, instrumental error is typically quite small,
except in the case of humidity. Lesht [2004] reports uncer-
tainties of about 0.2 m s�1 and 0.2 K for the TWP
radiosonde observations of wind speed and temperature
respectively. As described above, the radiosonde humidity
data were corrected for a known dry bias using MWR data.
This correction may introduce uncertainties associated with
the MWR instrument. Nevertheless, it is hoped the errors in
the humidity data are minimised, and will be less than the
original dry bias of up to 10%.
[26] The second component of observational uncertainty

arises because the soundings are essentially point measure-
ments, whereas the NWP data are representative of a
2.5 degree grid box, and are unable to resolve the spatial
variability which affects the point observations. Mapes et al.
[2003] attempted to quantify the unresolved spatial vari-
ability for an array of radiosondes in the TWP. The standard
deviations of unresolved variability for temperature, wind
speed and relative humidity soundings made from two
ships about 200 km apart were respectively about 0.5 K,
2–3 m s�1 and 5–15%. Although Mapes et al. [2003]
were concerned with an array of soundings, the unresolved
variability they measured is probably similar to the
uncertainty in comparing our grid point data with
soundings.

3.2. Initial Condition Validation

3.2.1. Horizontal Wind Components
[27] The horizontal wind components are important not

only as initial conditions for the SCMs, but also as nudging
terms throughout the runs, as described earlier. Figure 2
shows the bias and RMSE for the west-east (U) and south-

Table 3. Observations Used in This Study

Observation Type Frequency Notes

Radiosonde 12 hourly Reduced frequency before May 99 at Nauru
Reduced frequency before March 99 at Manus
Relative humidity profiles corrected for dry bias

MWR Hourly Observations contaminated by rainfall removed.
Surface Met. Hourly Observations of temperature, rain etc.
GMS-5 Hourly Starting in June 1999.

Quantities such as outgoing long wave radiation,
cloud top temperature, cloud cover and optical
thickness derived from GMS-5 IR and VIS channels.
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north (V) wind component profiles at Manus Island and
Nauru. Most of the models are quite good at analysing the
wind components, with the biases being close to 0 m s�1

throughout most of the troposphere, and RMSE scores
between about 2 m s�1 and 5 m s�1. The exception is the
GASP model, which exhibits significantly larger RMSE
scores in the middle and upper troposphere.
[28] A slight negative bias is seen in the wind speed near

the tropopause (between about 200 hPa and 100 hPa). A
similar bias was also observed by Nagarajan and Aiyyer
[2004] in ECMWF analyses over the Tropical Indian Ocean.
A number of ‘‘steps’’ can be seen in the RMSE scores,
particularly for the U wind component at Manus Island, but
also to a lesser extent in the other plots. The cause of these
is not known.
3.2.2. Temperature
[29] Figure 3 shows the bias and root mean square error

(RMSE) for the initial temperature profiles at Manus and
Nauru, compared to radiosonde observations. The mean
bias is quite small for all the temperature profiles, except
between about 250 hPa and 100 hPa, where all the analyses
exhibit a well documented warm bias [e.g., Zhou et al.,

2001; Randel et al., 2000; Nagarajan and Aiyyer, 2004]. In
the case of the ECMWF model, Gregory et al. [2000]
suggest the warm bias is partly caused by factors related
to the model’s representation of cloud ice in the upper
troposphere.
3.2.3. Specific Humidity
[30] Figure 4 shows the bias and RMSE of the specific

humidity initial conditions, compared with radiosonde
observations which were corrected using the method de-
scribed earlier. At Manus Island, the NCEP and GASP data
have a dry bias throughout the troposphere. In contrast, the
ERA-40 and ECMWF analyses do not exhibit much bias,
except near the surface, where there is a slight dry bias. The
biases at Nauru tend to be smaller than at Manus Island,
except near the level of the trade inversion, where all the
analysis data exhibit a moist bias.
[31] The net effect of the biases described above are

summarised in Table 4, which shows the integrated water
vapor total from the forcing data compared with MWR
observations. Overall, the NCEP forcing data at Manus
Island are more than 15% too dry, and have a very large
RMSE compared to the other forcing data. Although the

Figure 2. Bias (dotted lines) and RMSE (dashed lines) of U (top panels) and V (bottom panels) forcing
data at Manus Island (left panels) and Nauru (right panels). The solid lines show the mean bias for all the
models. Validations were made using all available radiosondes wind observations during 1999 and 2000.
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bias for the NCEP forcing data at Nauru is not as large as at
Manus, the RMSE remains quite large compared to the
other forcing data. Trenberth and Guillemot [1998] found
the NCEP R-1 reanalyses had a dry bias that sometimes
exceeded 5 kg m�2 in the Indonesian and New Guinea
region, which includes Manus Island. They attributed the
relatively large uncertainties in water vapor fields at least
partially to water vapor information from satellite systems
such as SSM/I (Special Sensor Microwave Imager) and
TOVS (TIROS Operational Vertical Sounder) not being
utilised in the reanalysis. While the Tropical Western Pacific
dry bias is slightly less in the R-2 reanalysis than in the R-1
reanalysis [Kanamitsu et al., 2002], it seems likely that the
uncertainties in the NCEP water vapor forcing data used
here are at least partially caused by the analysis not using
satellite data. In contrast to the NCEP reanalyses, all the

other analyses used here incorporate water vapor informa-
tion from either TOVS or SSM/I, or both.

3.3. Forcing Data Validation

3.3.1. Vertical Velocity
[32] Vertical velocity is difficult to validate, because it is

not directly observed, and can not be derived from obser-
vations made at the TWP sites. Figure 5 shows the average
vertical velocity (in Pa s�1) from each forcing data set at
Manus Island and Nauru. Most data show average ascent at
Manus Island and descent at Nauru. This is because, in the
absence of an El Niño, Manus Island is located in the
convectively active region of the TWP, while Nauru is
located in the mostly suppressed central Pacific.
[33] There are significant differences between the forcing

sets. For example, the GASP forcing set shows more ascent

Figure 3. Bias (dotted lines) and RMSE (dashed lines) of temperature data at Manus Island (left) and
Nauru (right). The solid line is the mean bias for all the models. Validations were made using all available
radiosonde temperature observations during 1999 and 2000.

Figure 4. Bias (dotted lines) and RMSE (dashed lines) of specific humidity data at Manus Island (left)
and Nauru (right). The solid line is the mean bias for all the models. Validations were made using all
available corrected radiosonde data (as described in the text) during 1999 and 2000.
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than the other forcing sets at both Manus Island and Nauru.
Results described later suggest that the GASP forcing data
probably show too much ascent at both Manus Island and
Nauru. At Nauru, the ERA-40 and ECMWF forcing data are
similar, but at Manus Island the ERA-40 forcing data show
more subsidence than the ECMWF forcing data. It is
unknown why the ERA-40 and ECMWF operational models
differ, but it could be partially a result of the different
resolutions that the models are run at. Additionally, there
were changes to the operational model during the two year
period studied here, which may account for some of the
differences. Finally, the ECMWF operational model may
not have had as much data available for assimilation as the
ERA-40 model, because of operational time constraints.
[34] Vertical velocity is, at least partially, correlated to

outgoing long wave radiation (OLR) [Charlock et al.,
1989]. In the tropics this is due to strong ascent in deep
convection and the associated cold (low OLR) anvils.
Figure 6 shows the correlation coefficients for the vertical
velocity forcing data and instantaneous satellite OLR mea-
surements at Manus Island and Nauru. While it is clear that
OLR is correlated to vertical velocity, especially in the
250–400 hPa layer, the correlation coefficient is not par-

ticularly large. In the tropics, cirrus may extend over large
regions, even where there is no active convection [Fu et al.,
1990]. This high cirrus can lower the OLR significantly, and
may explain the relatively poor correlation between OLR
and vertical velocity at Manus Island and Nauru. Neverthe-
less, the NCEP vertical velocities are so poorly correlated
with OLR at all levels, that this may indicate a high level of
uncertainty in the vertical velocity forcing data from this
source.
[35] Jakob et al. [2005] compared vertical velocity from

the four analysis data sets at Manus Island for each of four
cloud regimes they found in the TWP. Their cloud regimes
were derived from satellite optical thickness and cloud top
pressure data. Two of the regimes were convective, and two
were suppressed. All the four data sets showed more ascent
in the convective regimes than in the suppressed regimes.
However, only the ERA-40 vertical velocity data showed
average ascent in the convective regimes and descent in the
suppressed regimes. The NCEP and GASP data showed
ascent in all four of their regimes. In particular, the GASP
data showed quite large ascent values, even in the sup-
pressed regimes. These results are consistent with the
findings presented here, and suggest the GASP and NCEP
data have larger uncertainties than the ERA-40 and
ECMWF data.
3.3.2. Advective Tendencies
[36] There are no observations of the horizontal advective

tendencies of temperature and specific humidity. However,
as described earlier, these forcing terms are derived from
temperature, humidity and wind analyses, which have
known uncertainties. Therefore, it is possible to calculate
the uncertainties in the advective tendencies from the
uncertainties in the terms used to derive them.
[37] A Monte Carlo technique was used to estimate the

uncertainties in the advective tendencies. The process
involved simulating uncertainties in the base terms used

Table 4. Bias and RMSE of the Total Column Water Vapor

Derived From the Forcing Data, Compared With Observations by

Microwave Radiometers at Manus Island and Naurua

Data Set

Manus Island Nauru

Mean Bias RMSE Mean Bias RMSE

ERA-40 51.1 �0.5 4.5 43.1 1.6 4.5
ECMWF 51.5 �0.1 4.2 43.4 1.9 4.9
GASP 47.5 �3.9 7.1 42.4 1.0 5.3
NCEP 43.1 �8.5 12.3 40.2 �1.3 9.3
Observed 51.6 41.5

aUnits are in kg m�2.

Figure 5. Average vertical velocity data at Manus Island (left) and Nauru (right).
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to derive the advective tendencies (temperature, specific
humidity and wind components) with random, but known,
Gaussian error terms. The resulting errors in the calculated
advective tendencies were then noted. The standard devia-
tions of the Gaussian error terms were based on the RMSE
scores for temperature, specific humidity and wind reported
in the previous sections. This procedure was repeated a
large number of times, to obtain estimates of the error
distributions for the advective tendencies.
[38] Table 5 shows the uncertainties for the 1000 hPa

temperature and specific humidity advective tendencies at
Manus Island and Nauru. The mean temperature and spe-
cific humidity, and mean temperature and specific humidity
advective tendencies are also shown. It must be noted that
the uncertainties shown in the table are only approximate
estimates. The actual uncertainties at any time will vary
according to the values and uncertainties in the base
variables used to derive the advective tendency terms.
[39] The first important point to note is that the mean

advective tendencies are small compared to the mean

temperature and specific humidity. This is because the
gradients of temperature and specific humidity tend to be
quite small in the tropics. The second point to note is that
the relative uncertainties in the advective tendencies are
large. The main source of these large uncertainties is the
gradient calculation. The uncertainties in temperature and
specific humidity at adjacent grid points are comparable to
the differences between the values at adjacent grid points.
Consequently the gradient derivation contains a large un-
certainty, irrespective of which numerical technique is used
to derive it. However, because the advective tendencies are
small in the tropics, the absolute uncertainties in these terms
are not extreme.
[40] Finally, it should be noted that the uncertainties

calculated in this section do not represent a systematic
bias. Although it is possible to get excessively large or
small advective tendencies at any particular time during a
SCM run, it is unlikely that every forcing term used
during the complete SCM run will be either too large or
too small. In the next section it will be shown that

Table 5. Mean Temperature and Specific Humidity (First Column); Mean Temperature and Specific

Humidity Advective Tendencies (A.T. Mean: Second Column); and RMSE for the Temperature and Specific

Humidity Advective Tendencies (A.T. RMSE: Last Column) at Manus Island and Nauru

Variable Mean A.T. Mean A.T. RMSE

Manus Island
1000 hPa Temperature 300 K 0.1 K day�1 4 K day�1

1000 hPa Specific humidity 17 g kg�1 �0.4 g kg�1 day�1 4 g kg�1 day�1

Nauru
1000 hPa Temperature 300 K �0.2 K day�1 4 K day�1

1000 hPa Specific humidity 17 g kg�1 �0.2 g kg�1 day�1 4 g kg�1 day�1

Figure 6. Correlation between OLR and vertical velocity at Manus Island (left) and Nauru (right).
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uncertainties in the SCM results arising from uncertainties
in the advective tendency terms are not as large as
uncertainties arising from uncertainties in the vertical
velocity forcing term.

4. Assessment of ESCM Uncertainties

[41] In the preceding section it was shown that the forcing
and initial condition data derived from NWP analyses
contain significant uncertainties. These uncertainties are
both model and variable dependent. For example, while
the GASP specific humidity data have a smaller bias and
RMSE than the NCEP data, the GASP wind data have a
larger RMSE than the NCEP model. In some cases it is
difficult to quantify the uncertainties. For example, it is
clear that some or all of the models contain large vertical
velocity uncertainties. However, it is not obvious which of
the models is most accurate.
[42] Difficulties such as those described above suggest

that it may not be feasible to choose a single ‘‘best’’ NWP
forcing for use by the SCM. As mentioned earlier, an
alternative approach is to run an ensemble of SCMs using
initial condition and forcing data derived from the various
NWP analyses. One of the benefits of this approach is that
an ensemble of SCM runs forced with different NWP data is
likely to contain more information than any single SCM
run. Indeed, a multi-model ensemble might outperform an
ensemble constructed by adding perturbations to a single
forcing data set. For example, Ziehmann [2000] showed that
a four member multi-model ensemble performed better in
most forecast aspects than the larger single-model ECMWF
ensemble prediction system.
[43] The issue of uncertainty in the initial conditions and

forcing data is not restricted to forcing data derived from
NWP products. Even when forcing data are derived from
observations, they contain errors, including instrumental
errors and errors due to the representativeness of the
observational array [Mapes et al., 2003]. As Hack and
Pedretti [2000] showed, SCMs are sensitive to even quite
small uncertainties in the initial conditions and forcing data.
Therefore, they also suggested an ESCM approach was
useful.
[44] We now turn our attention to how uncertainties in

the initial condition and forcing data affect the SCM
runs. Errors in SCM results can be attributed to three
causes; errors in the initial conditions, errors in the
forcing data, and model errors. In this context, model
errors refer to a range of possible errors, including errors
in the physical parameterisations and numerics of the
SCM. Since one of the main purposes of running SCMs
is to test physical parameterisations, and identify model
errors, it is helpful to quantify the SCM uncertainties
which are caused by other factors, including uncertainties
in the forcing data and initial conditions. This will be
investigated next.

4.1. Initial Versus Boundary Condition Uncertainties

[45] To quantify the relative influence of uncertainties in
the initial and boundary conditions (forcing data), two SCM
ensembles were run at Manus Island. The first ensemble
consisted of runs started every six hours (at 00:00, 06:00,
12:00 and 18:00 UTC) during January and February 1999.

At each time, four separate runs were made. Each run was
initialised with ERA-40 initial conditions, but was forced
with either ERA-40, ECMWF, GASP or NCEP data.
Therefore, the total number of model runs in this ensemble
was 944 (four models started four times per day for fifty
eight days). The second ensemble also contained 944 SCM
runs, but in this case each run was forced with ERA-40 data
and initialised with either ERA-40, ECMWF, GASP or
NCEP data. The whole experiment was carried out using
both the ECMWF and BMRC SCMs.
[46] Figure 7 shows the standard deviation of the total

water vapor column as a function of the forecast time for the
ECMWF and BMRC SCMs. Firstly, it is worth noting that
the ensemble standard deviation gets quite large very
quickly. To put these values into context, the average total
water vapor column at Manus Island, as measured by MWR
is 52 kg m�2.
[47] Secondly, the standard deviation for the ensembles

with different forcing conditions exceeds the standard
deviation of the ensemble with different initial conditions
after about 18 hours. This suggests that the influence on the
SCM of uncertainties in the forcing data exceeds the
influence of uncertainties in the initial conditions after less
than one day. It is also interesting to note that the standard
deviation of the ensemble with only one source of forcing
data gets smaller with increasing forecast time. It appears
that the initial conditions continue to have an influence on
the forecasts, even for forecasts as long as six to nine days,
but this influence gradually diminishes. This finding is
consistent with the results of Hack and Pedretti [2000].
They showed that by varying the initial conditions, bifurca-
tions in the SCM results were often obtained, but these
collapsed after a number of days, suggesting the model was
equilibrating around a state determined by the forcing data
alone.
[48] Finally, it is worth commenting that the curves in

Figure 7 for the BMRC and ECMWF SCMs are similar.

Figure 7. Standard deviation of SCM ensemble predic-
tions of total column water vapor (TCWV) at Manus Island.
The ensembles were constructed from model runs using
four different initial conditions and ERA-40 forcing data
(thin lines), and model runs using ERA-40 initial conditions
and four different forcing data sets (thick lines).
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This suggests that the responses of these different SCM
models to uncertainties in the initial conditions and
forcing data are similar. To highlight this point further,
Table 6 shows the number of hours taken until the
standard deviation of the ensemble with ERA-40 initial
conditions and various forcing data sources exceeds the
standard deviation of the ensemble with only ERA-40
forcing but different initial conditions, for a variety of
variables. The times for both models are quite similar.
This is a useful result, because it raises the possibility that
the sensitivity of other SCMs to uncertainties in the initial
condition and forcing data may be similar to the two
SCMs studied here.
[49] Another interesting point to note in Table 6 is that

the variables most heavily influenced by moist processes
are more rapidly affected by uncertainties in the forcing
data. For example, uncertainties in the forcing data appear
to have more influence on the rainfall predictions than
uncertainties in the initial conditions for predictions longer
than about six hours. This further highlights the important
influence of the forcing data on the SCM results. It also

raises the question of the relative influence of the various
forcing terms on the SCM predictions. This will be inves-
tigated in the next section.

4.2. Sensitivity of ESCM to Forcing Terms

[50] As noted above, after less than one day the SCM
runs are predominantly influenced by the forcing data. It is
useful to investigate the relative influence of the various
forcing terms on the SCM predictions. To do this, the
ECMWF SCM was run in four configurations every six
hours at Manus Island during January and February 1999.
The first model configuration was a ‘‘standard’’ model run,
utilising all the forcing terms (vertical velocity, and hori-
zontal advective tendencies of temperature and specific
humidity). The second configuration had these forcing
terms turned off (effectively the model was run with the
vertical velocity and advective tendencies set to zero). The
third configuration had the horizontal advection forcing
turned off, and the final configuration had the vertical
velocity forcing turned off.
[51] Figure 8 shows the average forecasts of OLR from

the aforementioned SCM configurations. The results from
the model configuration which only uses horizontal advec-
tion forcing (that is, no vertical velocity forcing) are similar
to the results from the model runs with no forcing. In
contrast, the results for the model configuration which only
uses vertical velocity forcing are similar to the results for the
‘‘standard’’ SCM runs (where all the forcing terms are
used). This suggests that the vertical velocity has more
influence on the SCM than the advective forcing terms. This
is not surprising, because the advection of temperature and
moisture in the tropics tends to be quite small.
[52] As shown in Figure 8, the vertical velocity forcing

acts to reduce the OLR. Table 7 shows that this is mostly
due to larger amounts of high cloud cover in the model
configurations which include vertical velocity forcing. This
is expected, because Manus Island is in a convectively

Table 6. Time Taken (in Hours) for the Standard Deviation of the

SCM Runs With Various Forcing Data but the Same Initial

Conditions to Exceed the Standard Deviation of Runs With Various

Initial Conditions but the Same Forcinga

Variable ECMWF BMRC

Total water vapor column 18 20
500 hPa specific humidity 18 19
850 hPa specific humidity 16 15
500 hPa temperature 13 10
850 hPa temperature 12 12
Clear sky OLR 12 11
Total scene OLR 7 7
Convective rain 7 6
Stratiform rain 5 5

aThe table has been organized so that the longest times are at the top.

Figure 8. Average outgoing longwave radiation (OLR) at Manus Island during January and February
1999 for various configurations of the ECMWF SCM.
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active region. Including the vertical velocity forcing triggers
convection in the SCM. As described earlier (Figure 5),
vertical velocities derived from the GASP analyses show
larger average ascent values than the other NWP models.
This is reflected in the lower OLR values for the model
configurations which included GASP vertical velocity forc-
ing data.

5. Use of the ESCM to Identify Model Errors

[53] The foregoing results highlighted the sensitivity of
the SCM to initial conditions and forcing data, especially
vertical velocity. However, it must be borne in mind that
SCM model errors (for example, errors in physical
parameterisations and numerics) could also be causing
some of the uncertainties. In fact, the forcing which leads
to SCM predictions which are closest to observations may
not be the ‘‘best’’ forcing, because it is possible that
uncertainties caused by the forcing data simply cancel the
model errors. Considering that one of the major aims of
single column modeling is to identify model errors, it
would be wrong to restrict the study to using SCM and
forcing configurations which make the best predictions
with respect to observations.
[54] The aim of this section is to ascertain if model errors

can be distinguished from errors which are caused by
uncertainties in the forcing and initial condition data. There
are two aspects to this problem. Firstly, we simply need to
show that model errors can be distinguished from errors
resulting from uncertainties in the initial condition or
forcing data. If this is not possible, then there is little
prospect that the SCMs can be used to test physical
parameterisations. However, identifying model errors in
the SCMs is not sufficient if one of the main motivations
of running SCMs is as a test bed for GCM parameter-
isations. This leads to the second problem, which is to show
that errors observed in the GCM can also be reproduced in
the SCM. The final part of this section presents some results
which suggest that it is indeed possible to reproduce errors
seen in the GCM in SCMs.
[55] To test if it is possible to identify model errors in the

SCMs (irrespective of whether these errors are observed in
the GCM or not), two ensembles were constructed. The first
ensemble was comprised of 12 hour forecasts from sixteen
ECMWF SCM runs at Manus Island. Twelve hour forecasts
were chosen to allow the models time to ‘‘spin up’’ and
develop clouds. The sixteen SCM runs were initialised and
forced with various combinations of initial and forcing data.
For example, one ensemble member was initialised and
forced with ERA-40 data, the next was initialised with
ERA-40 data and forced with NCEP data and so on. New

model runs were started every six hours. The configuration
of the second ensemble was similar to the first one, but was
comprised of BMRC SCM runs instead of ECMWF SCM
runs.

5.1. Ensemble Predictions of Temperature and
Specific Humidity

[56] It is useful to focus on the ensemble predictions of
prognostic variables, such as temperature and specific
humidity. Model errors which affect the SCM’s prediction
of these variables will obviously also affect the prediction of
diagnostic quantities such as OLR.
[57] As an example, Figure 9 shows a time series of the

12 hour forecasts of 500 hPa temperature at Manus Island
for each ECMWF SCM ensemble member during the period
2–13 May 2000. Also drawn on the figure are the values
one standard deviation either side of the ensemble mean,
and the observed 500 hPa temperature.
[58] It is clear that there is a large variation between the

different ensemble members, presumably as a result of
uncertainties in the initial conditions and forcing data.
However, despite this, a number of interesting points can
be noted. Firstly, the observed temperature almost always
lies in the range of values covered by the ensemble, and
usually within one standard deviation of the ensemble
mean. Secondly, there are periods when it appears that the
ensemble is more skillful at predicting the temperature. For
example, the spread of the ensemble is significantly less
during the period 6–9 May than in the preceding and
following days.
[59] Referring to Figure 9, it is not immediately obvious

if model errors can be distinguished from errors caused by
uncertainties in the initial conditions and forcing data. To
filter out the large amount of noise in the ensemble
predictions, the ensemble mean and its associated statistics
(bias and RMSE) were investigated. The statistics described
in this section were calculated from all model runs during
2000 when observations were also available. The model
runs were restricted to this year because the observational
data are more complete than in 1999.
[60] Figures 10 and 11 show the bias of the ensemble

mean prediction of temperature and specific humidity from
the ECMWF and BMRC SCMs. The mean bias of the initial
condition data for the same times as the 12 hour SCM
predictions are valid is also shown for comparison. A
number of interesting points can be seen. For example,
the temperature biases for both SCM ensembles are quite
small throughout most of the troposphere, except near the
tropopause. The ECMWF SCM bias is closer to the initial
condition bias than the BMRC SCM bias. This latter point
is interesting, because it suggests the model bias (as

Table 7. Average High, Mid, and Low Level Cloud Cover at Manus Island During January and February

1999 for 12–72 Hour Forecasts From Each of the Four Model Configurationsa

Model Configuration Low Cloud Middle Cloud High Cloud

All forcing terms 35% 20% 80%
No advection or vertical velocity forcing 40% 20% 50%
No horizontal advection forcing 35% 20% 75%
No vertical velocity forcing 30% 15% 50%

aCloud cover values are rounded to the nearest 5%.
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opposed to biases in the initial condition or forcing data) is
larger for the BMRC SCM than the ECMWF SCM.
[61] The bias results for the specific humidity predictions

have quite different characteristics than for the temperature.
Firstly, as was shown earlier, the average of the four initial
condition data sets for Manus Island exhibits a reasonably
large negative bias in the low to middle troposphere. Not

surprisingly, this bias carries over into the results for both
the ECMWF and BMRC SCMs. In fact, the difference
between the SCM bias (for 12 hour predictions) and the
initial condition bias tends to be less than the initial
condition bias alone. This is consistent with the results in
Table 6 which show it takes up to 19 hours for uncertainties
in the forcing data to have a greater influence than uncer-
tainties in the initial conditions on the 500 and 850 hPa
specific humidity SCM predictions.
[62] While the preceding results are informative, it is

important to note that the differences between the biases
for the SCM predictions are quite small. For example, the
12 hour predictions of 500 hPa temperature have biases of
0.7 K and 0.4 K for the BMRC and ECMWF SCMs
respectively. To put this into context, the RMSE scores
for the predictions from the two SCMs are 1.2 K and 0.8 K
respectively. This raises the question of whether the differ-
ences between the biases shown in Figures 10 and 11 are
statistically significant. This will be addressed in the next
section.

5.2. Statistical Analysis of ESCM Results

[63] In the preceding section, results were presented
which suggest the biases for predictions by the ECMWF
and BMRC SCMs are different. If these differences are
significant, then we have clearly identified an error in either
the BMRC or ECMWF SCMs, or both, which is not directly
caused by uncertainties in the initial condition or forcing
data. This is because the initial condition and forcing data
used in the two ensembles are the same, and any differences
in the predictions are likely caused by differences in the
SCM physics or numerics.
[64] It is possible to test if the differences in the biases

shown in Figures 10 and 11 are statistically significant.
Tables 8 and 9 summarise the results of t-tests comparing
the mean ECMWF SCM bias to the mean initial condition

Figure 9. Time series of 12 hour forecasts of 500 hPa
temperature at Manus Island from an ensemble of ECMWF
SCM runs during May 2000 (thin grey lines). The dashed
lines show the values one standard deviation either side of
the ensemble mean, and the solid black line shows the
observed temperature.

Figure 10. Bias for the 12 hour ensemble mean prediction
of temperature at Manus Island. The dotted line shows
the bias for the ECMWF SCM and the dashed line shows
the bias for the BMRC SCM. The solid line indicates the
mean bias of the forcing data sets for the times when the
12 hour ensemble predictions are valid.

Figure 11. As for Figure 10, except for the specific
humidity biases.
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bias, the mean BMRC SCM bias to the mean initial
condition bias, and the mean ECMWF SCM bias to the
mean BMRC SCM bias. It is commonly accepted that
t-values greater than about two indicate that the means
are statistically different.
[65] At this point it is worth noting that a number of

assumptions were required in order to perform the t-tests.
For example, it was assumed the biases for the models
and forcing data are normally distributed. Kolmogorov-
Lilliefors tests [see, e.g., Thiébaux, 1994] showed that at
many vertical levels the bias distributions were approxi-
mately normal. Visual inspection showed that those distri-
butions which failed this test for normality, such as the
ECMWF SCM 850 hPa temperature biases, were still rea-
sonably close to normality for the purposes of this study.
Additionally, there is likely to be some serial correlation in
the data sets being studied. That is, the bias from one model
run to the next will not be totally independent. This causes
the ‘‘effective population size’’ of the data set to be
somewhat less than the actual population size, as discussed
by Trenberth [1985]. It is difficult to estimate the effective
population size. However, the minimum time between suc-
cessive members of the populations is twelve hours (because
the radiosonde observations required to calculate the bias
were only made twice per day). Furthermore, quantities
such as temperature and specific humidity are significantly
affected by convective processes with time scales less than
twelve hours. Therefore, it is assumed that serial correlation
will not be too serious a problem. In any case, the t-tests
should give a reasonable first approximation of whether the
model biases are different from the forcing data biases.
[66] There is a very clear difference between the biases

for the ECMWF SCM 12 hour temperature predictions, the
initial condition temperature data, and the BMRC SCM
temperature predictions. It is conceivable that the differ-
ences between the SCM 12 hour temperature biases and the
initial condition temperature biases are the result of uncer-
tainties in the forcing terms, for example the advective

tendency of temperature. However, there is also a statisti-
cally significant difference between the ECMWF and
BMRC SCM predictions. This implies that there is a
detectable model error in at least one of the models, because
the data used to initialise and force both models were the
same. The BMRC SCM probably produces a larger model
error than the ECMWF SCM, because its average bias is
larger. While these results do not tell us what the cause of
the model errors are, they do suggest that model errors can
be isolated from errors arising because of uncertainties in
the initial condition or forcing data.
[67] On the other hand, as was alluded to earlier, the

differences between the specific humidity biases shown in
Figure 11 are not always statistically significant. In partic-
ular, the difference between the ECMWF and BMRC biases
are not statistically significant throughout the lower
and middle troposphere. However, above approximately
250 hPa, the BMRC SCM is significantly moister than
the ECMWF SCM. This difference is likely related to the
treatment of upper tropospheric clouds in both models. The
ECMWF SCM uses a prognostic cloud scheme, whereas
the BMRC SCM uses a diagnostic cloud scheme. In the
diagnostic scheme, condensate detrained from deep convec-
tion is evaporated into the upper model layers, producing
relatively high humidity values, as can be seen in the BMRC
column of Table 9. In contrast, when condensate is detrained
in the ECMWF model, it can remain as cloud droplets, or
precipitate into lower model levels [Tiedtke, 1993]. The
effect of this treatment of upper tropospheric humidity has
been shown by Stephens et al. [1998].
[68] The preceding discussion highlights the ability of the

ESCM approach to identify model errors. It is possible to
identify model errors in both the temperature and specific
humidity predictions. In the case of specific humidity, the
errors detected by the ensemble are consistent with findings
of previous studies. While the cause of the temperature bias
was not ascertained, the results showed that it is very likely
due to a model error, and not the result of uncertainties in

Table 9. As for Table 8, Except Comparing the 12 Hour Forecasts of Specific Humidity

Level, hPa N

Bias/RMSE, g kg�1 t-test

BMRC ECMWF IC I-B I-E B-E

850 341 0.7/1.8 0.5/1.7 0.3/1.5 3.2 2.1 1.1
700 335 0.8/1.5 0.8/1.4 0.5/1.4 1.9 2.6 0.7
500 322 0.3/1.1 0.4/1.0 0.3/0.9 0.2 0.5 0.7
250 326 0.08/0.07 0.05/0.06 0.04/0.05 6.7 1.6 5.1
100 301 0.003/0.0007 0.001/0.0006 0.001/0.0006 27.4 0.8 27.9

Table 8. Bias and RMSE for the Ensemble Mean of the 12 Hour BMRC and ECMWF SCM Predictions of

Temperaturea

Level, hPa N

Bias/RMSE, K t-test

BMRC ECMWF IC I-B I-E B-E

850 521 0.4/1.0 0.02/0.8 �0.2/0.7 11.7 4.5 7.4
700 514 0.5/1.1 0.3/0.9 �0.03/0.7 9.8 5.5 4.6
500 513 0.7/1.2 0.4/0.8 0.3/0.6 5.9 2.7 3.5
250 514 0.3/0.9 �0.3/0.8 �0.1/0.6 9.3 3.7 11.4
100 478 5.3/2.6 2.6/2.2 1.8/1.9 23.4 5.7 17.1

aThe bias and RMSE for the mean of the four initial condition data (IC) sets are also shown for comparison. N is the population
sample size. The last three columns show the t-values for t-tests comparing the mean initial condition bias (I), the mean ECMWF SCM
bias (E), and the mean BMRC bias (B).
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the initial condition or forcing data. Given that there are
model errors in the temperature and specific humidity
predictions, it is likely that there are also detectable model
errors in some of the derived fields, such as OLR. This will
be investigated in a later study.

5.3. Comparison of GCM Predictions With
ESCM Predictions

[69] As discussed earlier, one of the main motivations for
running SCM simulations is to test GCM parameterisations.
It is therefore important that errors observed in the GCM
can be reproduced in the SCM.
[70] To test if GCM errors can be reproduced using the

ESCM approach, predictions of the down-welling solar
radiation measured at the surface at Manus Island were
investigated. The down-welling solar radiation was chosen
because it should be a useful variable to test the model’s
representation of clouds and radiation. Importantly, contin-
uous measurements of down-welling solar radiation are
made at the ARM sites.
[71] Figure 12 shows box-whisker diagrams summarising

predictions during 1999 and 2000 of the ratio of the down-
welling solar radiation at the surface to the value that would
be measured in clear sky conditions. Box-whisker diagrams
are shown for 14 hour predictions valid at 02Z (approxi-
mately local noon at Manus Island) from the ECMWF
ESCM, the individual ECMWF SCM ensemble members,
and the ERA-40 GCM. The observed values are also shown.
Finally, for comparison, the BMRC ESCM results are
shown.
[72] The first important point to note in Figure 12 is that

the ERA-40 model under-predicts the down-welling solar
radiation. This was also noted by Jakob [2004]. Addition-
ally, the model does not reproduce the spread observed in

the observations. It should be borne in mind that the model
results are probably representative of a larger spatial area
than the observations. This may partially explain the larger
spread in the observations. However, this issue should have
no impact on the comparisons between the various models,
described below.
[73] It is obvious that there is a large variation in the

results from the different SCM ensemble members. Some of
the SCM runs clearly do not reproduce the errors observed
in the GCM. For example, the SCM initialised with NCEP
data and forced with ERA-40 data over-predicts the down-
welling radiation. In this case, the dry bias in the NCEP data
may be causing the model to under-predict cloud cover.
Nevertheless, the ESCM mean is quite similar to the GCM
results. This is encouraging, because it indicates that the
ESCM approach may be able to reproduce errors observed
in the GCM, even though some of the individual SCM
simulations do not.
[74] Finally, it is worth comparing the BMRC-ESCM

results with the ECMWF-ESCM and ERA-40 results. The
BMRC-SCM quite clearly has different error characteristics
than the other models. This is probably caused by differ-
ences in the physical parameterisations used in the models.
[75] The foregoing results highlight that the ESCM

approach appears to be able to reproduce errors observed
in the GCM, potentially making it useful for testing GCM
parameterisations. However, the results do not explain
which aspects of the model’s parameterisations are causing
the observed errors. This will be investigated in later work.

6. Conclusions

[76] This paper describes the use of initial condition and
forcing data derived from four NWP analysis data sets in the

Figure 12. Ratio of predicted downward solar radiation at the surface to clear sky downward solar
radiation at Manus Island. Data are for 14 hour forecasts valid at 02 UTC for the complete 1999–2000
period. The whiskers show the 5th and 95th percentiles, the boxes show the upper and lower quartiles,
and the median. The individual ensemble members are labeled according to which initial condition and
forcing data were used: G = GASP, E = ECMWF, N = NCEP, R = ERA-40. For example, ensemble
member EG was initialised with ECMWF data and forced with GASP data.
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ECMWF and BMRC SCMs at Manus Island and Nauru.
Not surprisingly, some of the initial condition and forcing
data derived from the analyses contain large uncertainties.
For example, the initial condition data derived from NCEP
reanalyses have a significant dry bias. Furthermore, there is
evidence that the NCEP and GASP vertical velocity forcing
data contain large uncertainties.
[77] It was found that the SCM simulations are quite

sensitive to the uncertainties in the initial condition and
forcing data. For SCM predictions beyond about one day,
the results are more affected by uncertainties in the forcing
data than uncertainties in the initial conditions. In particular,
the vertical velocity forcing term has a greater impact on the
SCM results than the advective tendency terms in the
tropics. Nevertheless, using an ensemble approach, it was
shown that it is possible to distinguish between SCM model
errors and errors arising from uncertainties in the initial
conditions and forcing data. For example, the ESCM
approach is able to identify a significant high level moist
bias in the BMRC SCM, which is probably attributable to
the model’s treatment of upper tropospheric clouds. Impor-
tantly, the comparison of down-welling solar radiation
predictions from the ERA-40 model and the ECMWF
ESCM showed the ESCM approach was able to reproduce
errors seen in the GCM.
[78] It is worth noting that this study mainly concentrated

on simple measures of ensemble skill, such as the ensemble
mean. There are a range of other measures and techniques,
such as the Brier score, reliability diagrams and relative
operating characteristics (ROC) which are commonly used
to validate ensemble predictions, and potentially contain
more information than is present in the ensemble mean
alone [e.g., Atger, 1999]. These will be utilised in future
work.
[79] In summary, this study has shown that an ESCM

approach using initial condition and forcing data derived
from NWP analyses is capable of identifying SCM model
errors. This finding is significant, because it demonstrates
the feasibility of running SCM simulations in areas such
as the TWP where there are insufficient observations to
derive the required forcing data. Furthermore, using the
ESCM approach with NWP derived forcing data, it is also
possible to make SCM runs over extended periods of time.
This enables model parameterisations to be tested in the full
range of environmental regimes that occur at a particular
location, something which is difficult to achieve when
studying SCM simulations for a limited number of short
duration cases. An in depth ESCM study over the complete
two year period at both Manus Island and Nauru is the
subject of ongoing work, and the results will be reported
later.
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[1] Single column models (SCMs) are useful tools for the evaluation of parameterizations
of radiative and moist processes used in general circulation models (GCMs). SCM
applications have usually been limited to regions where high-quality observations are
available to derive the necessary boundary condition or forcing data. Recently, researchers
have developed techniques for deriving SCM forcing data from other data sets, such as
NWP (numerical weather prediction) analyses. The uncertainties inherent in these
forcing data products have an unknown and possibly significant effect on SCM runs. This
paper shows how an ensemble SCM (ESCM) approach can be used to minimize the
uncertainty in SCM simulations resulting from uncertainties in the forcing data. Some
innovative evaluation techniques have been applied to ESCM runs at the tropical western
Pacific Atmospheric Radiation Measurement (ARM) program sites at Manus Island and
Nauru. These techniques, making use of traditional ensemble verification methods
and objectively determined cloud regimes, are shown to be able to highlight
parameterization deficiencies and provide a useful tool for testing new or improved
model parameterizations.

Citation: Hume, T., and C. Jakob (2007), Ensemble single column model validation in the tropical western Pacific, J. Geophys. Res.,

112, D10206, doi:10.1029/2006JD008018.

1. Introduction

[2] Radiative and moist processes play a critical role in
the Earth’s climate system. In climate models the parameter-
izations of these processes remain a major source of
uncertainty; consequently, much effort has been put into
improving them. For example, one of the primary objectives
of the U.S. Department of Energy’s Atmospheric Radiation
Measurement (ARM) program is to develop and test param-
eterizations describing moist and radiative processes, with
the intent of incorporating them into general circulation
models (GCMs) [Stokes and Schwartz, 1994; Ackerman and
Stokes, 2003].
[3] Modern GCMs are very complicated, containing

parameterizations of many physical processes. The interac-
tions between the various components of a GCM are often
nonlinear. Furthermore, running a GCM requires significant
computational resources. Consequently, GCM evaluation
can be an onerous task. Several approaches have been
developed to simplify the testing of GCM parameteriza-
tions. One popular technique is single column modelling. A
single column model (SCM) is comprised of a single
vertical column of grid points. Interactions with neighboring
columns are prescribed by lateral boundary conditions, also
referred to as forcing data [Randall et al., 1996].
[4] The simple design of an SCM makes identification of

errors in the model’s parameterizations easier than in a full

GCM. If the initial and boundary conditions are perfect,
then SCM errors can be attributed solely to the physical
parameterizations operating in the vertical column. For
example, Jakob [2003] describes a strategy for evaluating
GCM cloud parameterizations, which utilizes single column
modelling and objective weather or climate regimes. A
number of researchers have tested, and developed or mod-
ified, parameterizations based on SCM evaluations [e.g.,
McFarquhar et al., 2003; Iacobellis et al., 2003; Zhang and
Lohmann, 2005].
[5] One difficulty with single column modelling is the

specification of the forcing data, such as the vertical
velocity and advective tendencies of temperature and mois-
ture. SCM errors caused by uncertain boundary conditions
may mask errors caused by parameterization deficiencies.
Therefore most SCM studies have been restricted to loca-
tions and times when high-quality observations are avail-
able to derive the forcing data [e.g., Randall and Cripe,
1999]. More recently, researchers have derived forcing data
from NWP profiles constrained by surface and top of the
atmosphere observations [e.g., Xie et al., 2003, 2004] With
all these approaches, the issue of the forcing data quality
remains. Even when observations are used, instrument and
sampling errors, such as unresolved spatial variability
within a radiosonde array, can introduce significant uncer-
tainties into the derived forcing data [Mapes et al., 2003].
[6] To address the issue of uncertainty in the forcing data,

Hume and Jakob [2005, hereinafter referred to as HJ05]
used an ensemble SCM (ESCM) approach. They first
created four forcing data sets, derived from four different
NWP analyses, for the tropical western Pacific (TWP) ARM
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sites at Manus Island and Nauru. These forcing data sets
were then used to run ensembles of the ECMWF and
Bureau of Meteorology Research Centre (BMRC) SCMs
for Manus Island and Nauru. HJ05 showed that using this
ensemble approach, uncertainties in the SCM results which
were caused by errors in the model physics could be
distinguished from errors caused by uncertainties in the
forcing data sets.
[7] While HJ05 have hypothesized that the ESCM

approach can find model problems, that claim is based on
very few results. The purpose of this paper is twofold: (1) to
extend the HJ05 results and (2) to introduce some innova-
tive evaluation techniques that, when used in conjunction
with the ESCM approach, can highlight parameterization
deficiencies. First, in section 3, some simple validations of
the ESCM method are studied. Important questions which
are addressed in this section include: (1) how well does the
ESCM method compare with single SCM runs, and (2) how
sensitive is the method to outliers in the forcing data? Then,
in section 3.2, a number of validation techniques, which can
only be applied to ensembles, are investigated. As dis-
cussed earlier, Jakob [2003] proposed a regime-based
evaluation methodology. In section 4 we investigate if this
methodology can be applied to the ESCM approach.
Finally, in section 5, a simple example shows how these
validation techniques can be used to test modified model
parameterizations.

2. ESCM Runs

[8] The validations presented in this paper are for two
separate SCM ensembles. The first ensemble consists of sixteen
ECMWF SCM runs at Manus Island and Nauru, initialized
every 6 hours (at 0000, 0600, 1200, and 1800 UTC)
during 1999 and 2000. The second ensemble is similar to
the first but uses the BMRC SCM. The ECMWF SCM used
in this work is the single column version of the model used
for the ERA-40 reanalysis [Uppala et al., 2005]. The
BMRC SCM is the single column version of the Bureau
of Meteorology’s GCM and is described by Roff [2005].
While the SCMs used in this study are perhaps more
frequently used by the climate community, there are no
reasons preventing the ESCM technique being used to test
single column versions of operational forecasting models.
[9] Eachmember of theBMRCandECMWFensembleswas

initialized with one of four initial condition data sets and forced
with one of four forcing data sets (making a total of 16 ensemble
members). The initial condition and forcing data sets were
derived from ERA-40 [Uppala et al., 2005], operational
ECMWF analyses [Gregory et al., 2000], operational analyses
from the Australian Bureau of Meteorology’s Global Assimila-
tion and Prediction System (GASP) model [Seaman et al.,
1995], and National Centers for Environmental Prediction
(NCEP) reanalyses [Kanamitsu et al., 2002], respectively. The
horizontal resolution of forcing data were 2.5 degrees. The
NWPanalyses did not contain sufficient information to initialize
clouds in the SCMs. Therefore the SCM runs initially start with
clear skies and are allowed to ‘‘spin-up’’ for 12 hours. HJ05
showed this was sufficient time to develop realistic clouds in the
model. Further details describing the derivation and validation
of the initial and forcing data sets are found in HJ05.

[10] As shown in HJ05, results from individual SCM
ensemble members vary significantly. For example, the
ECMWF SCM runs initialized with ERA-40 data and
forced with GASP data underestimate the downward sur-
face solar radiation, while the runs initialized with NCEP
data and forced with ERA-40 significantly overestimate the
same quantity. Nevertheless, the ESCM mean is quite close
to the observed value. Furthermore, it was shown that errors
in the ECMWF ESCM mean are similar to the errors in the
full ECMWF model (which does not require the forcing
data used for the SCM runs). These results suggest the
ESCM approach is capable of identifying model errors,
distinct from errors resulting from uncertainties in the
forcing data.
[11] HJ05 highlighted that the ESCM technique is poten-

tially capable of identifying model errors. However, only a
limited number of results were presented; it is not clear how
much additional information about model problems can be
obtained using this method compared to traditional single
model run validations. Therefore the following sections
apply some well-known NWP ensemble validation techni-
ques to an SCM problem for the first time, in an attempt to
identify specific model problems.

3. ESCM Validations

3.1. Use of the Ensemble Mean

[12] A common ensemble validation technique is to
compare the ensemble mean to observations. This was the
approach taken in HJ05. One advantage of using the
ensemble mean instead of a single model run selected from
the ensemble is that the influence of outliers is lessened.
Moreover, it is well known that the mean of several model
predictions is often more skillful than any of the individual
model predictions [e.g., Ziehmann, 2000]. On the other
hand, outliers in an ensemble may contain useful informa-
tion about the inherent uncertainties in the predictions,
which is lost when only the mean is studied.
[13] Figure 1 shows a short time series for the ensemble

mean of 12 hour SCM predictions of total cloud cover
(TCC), valid at 0000 UTC, at Manus Island. To derive TCC
from cloud cover at each model level, the ECMWF SCM
uses a maximum-random cloud overlap assumption, while
the BMRC SCM uses a random overlap assumption.
The observed TCC is also plotted in Figure 1. The TCC
observations are derived from GMS-5 (Geostationary
Meteorological Satellite) satellite data using the method of
Minnis et al. [1995], as described by Nordeen et al. [2001],
and represent the average TCC in a 3 degree square box
covering Manus Island. It is not obvious if the SCM
predictions exhibit any skill. Sometimes (e.g., 8 January,
0000 UTC), the observations correspond quite well with the
predictions; however, there are many times when high TCC
values are observed and quite low values are predicted by
both SCM ensembles, suggesting the SCMs may be nega-
tively biased.
[14] To help understand the model results, Figure 2 shows

the PDFs for the 12 hour ESCM mean predictions of TCC
and the observed TCC values. The PDFs cover the 1999–
2000 period. Both SCMs underestimate the frequency of
TCC greater than about 0.9 and overestimate the frequency
of lower cloud cover amounts. It should be noted that the
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spatial resolutions of the models and observations are
similar; therefore the differences in the TCC PDFs are
probably attributable to model deficiencies.
[15] The preceding PDFs highlight some deficiencies in

the SCM results. However, even if the modelled and
observed PDFs were the same, this would not necessarily
indicate a great level of skill in the predictions. It is possible
for a model to produce the correct PDF for TCC but have no
skill at predicting when the cloud cover occurred. Therefore
it is often desirable to measure the performance of a
forecasting system against a known ‘‘no-skill’’ forecasting
system, such as climatology. In this paper, a modified
version of the cloud verification method presented by Jakob
et al. [2004] is used. Whereas Jakob et al [2004] used point
observations of cloud cover, which were either 0 or 1, the
cloud cover observations used in this study are for a three
degree square box covering Manus Island and can assume
any value between 0 and 1.
[16] The mean square error (MSE) is a convenient score

for verifying cloud forecasts. It is defined as:

MSE ¼ 1

n

Xn

i¼1
fi � oið Þ2 ð1Þ

where fi is the forecast cloud cover, oi is the observed cloud
cover, and n is the number of forecasts being validated. The
MSE for a perfect forecasting system is 0. In the case of
‘‘no-skill’’ climatological forecasts, fi is always the same
and is equal to the long term average cloud cover.
[17] The reduction of variance (RV) is a commonly used

score for comparing a forecasting system against no-skill
climatological forecasts [Stanski et al., 1989]:

RV ¼ MSEclimate �MSE

MSEclimate

ð2Þ

where MSE is the mean square error of the SCM forecasts
being validated and MSEclimate is the mean square error for
the climatological forecasts. A perfect forecast system will
have a RVof 1; however, this is unlikely to be achievable in
practice. If the forecasts are worse than climatology, the RV
will be negative.
[18] Figure 3 shows the RV for 12 hour SCM forecasts of

TCC valid at 0000 UTC for Manus Island and Nauru. A
number of interesting points are evident in the figure. First,

Figure 1. Time series of total cloud cover observations and predictions at Manus Island. The ECMWF
and BMRC curves show the ensemble mean 12 hour predictions, valid at 0000 UTC. The observations
are derived from GMS-5 data valid at 0000 UTC.

Figure 2. PDFs for the predicted and observed 0000 UTC
TCC at Manus Island. The model results show the ensemble
mean of the 12 hour forecasts. The results are displayed in
0.1 wide bins.
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at both Manus Island and Nauru, and for both SCMs, the
ensemble mean scores better than any individual ensemble
member. As mentioned earlier, this is a well-known advan-
tage of ensemble prediction systems (EPS). Most impor-
tantly, it is also apparent from the figure that some of the
ensemble members are habitual outliers and score poorly in
the validation. Despite this, the ensemble mean and median
are rather insensitive to these outliers. This highlights the
utility of the ESCM approach in the absence of perfect
forcing data. If only one of the forcing data sets was used,
there would be no way to tell if it belonged to the outlier
runs evident in Figure 3. Finally, the SCMs appear to be
performing worse than climatology because the RV is
negative in all the cases. At first sight, this is a rather
disappointing result. However, it is well known that the skill
of a forecast system cannot usually be judged by a single
scalar score [e.g., Buizza, 2000]. The next section will show
the SCM ensembles exhibit some skill compared to clima-
tology, when validated using other methods. It is worth
noting that Jakob et al. [2004] also reported negative skill
scores when validating a cloud system model (CSM) and
the ECMWF operational model against radar observations
at the ARM Southern Great Plains site in Oklahoma.
Finally, it is clear that the ECMWF SCM is performing
better than the BMRC SCM. This result supports HJ05’s
finding that the use of the ESCM technique does provide
information about the model performance. If the results
were entirely dominated by features in the forcing data sets,
the model results would be expected to lie much closer to
each other.

3.2. Probabilistic Forecast Validation Techniques

[19] The preceding section presented some validations of
the ESCM mean and showed the ensemble mean was more
skillful than any of the individual ensemble members.
However, validations of the ensemble mean potentially
ignore useful information contained in the spread of the
ensemble. In this section, some probabilistic forecast vali-
dation techniques are applied to the ESCM predictions. It is
worth noting that this is the first application of such
techniques in studies using SCMs.
[20] It is straightforward to generate probabilistic fore-

casts from an ensemble. All that is necessary is to bin the
model predictions and count the proportion of ensemble
members which produced predictions in each bin. Ideally,
the probabilistic forecasts will not have any systematic
errors. For example, if a large number of forecasts of 50%
probability of TCC between 0.8 and 0.9 are collected, it
would be hoped that the observed TCC was between 0.8
and 0.9 in 50% of the cases (for clarity, probabilities are
reported as percentages, and cloud amounts as a decimal
fraction between 0 and 1). A forecasting system which
meets this criteria is said to be reliable.
[21] Reliability diagrams are useful tools for studying

ensemble forecasting systems [e.g., Wilks, 2006]. The
horizontal axis of a reliability diagram shows the forecast
probability of an event occurring, while the vertical axis
shows the observed frequency of the event, given the
forecast probability. A perfectly reliable forecasting system
has all the points lying on a diagonal line extending from
the bottom left to top right corners of the diagram. By
definition, a climatological forecast is perfectly reliable.
Figure 4 shows a reliability diagram for the ECMWF ESCM
predictions of TCC greater than or equal to 0.9 at Manus
Island. The 0.9 threshold is somewhat arbitrary, and was
chosen because approximately half the observations exceed
0.9, ensuring numerical stability when various skill scores
are calculated. Furthermore, it is clear from Figure 2 that the
model seriously underpredicts cloud cover exceeding about
0.9. Similar results to those described in this section are
obtained with different thresholds. It is clear that the ESCM
forecasts are not perfectly reliable. For example, when the
ESCM predicts a 6.25% probability of TCC exceeding 0.9,
approximately 35% of the observations exceed 0.9. In a
later section, it will be shown that this underprediction of
TCC > 0.9 events is caused by the SCMs underestimating
the occurrence of deep convection and overestimating the
occurrence of relatively less cloudy, suppressed regimes.
[22] Another important characteristic of an ensemble

prediction system (EPS) is resolution. Resolution represents
the extent to which observed outcomes differ, given differ-
ing forecasts. Climatological forecasts are a common
example of a reliable forecasting system with no resolution.
It is clear from Figure 4 that the ESCM does in fact show a
moderate level of resolution because increasing forecast
probabilities are generally associated with an increase in
the observed frequency of TCC exceeding 0.9. However, it
should be noted that a reasonably high proportion of the
probabilistic forecasts lie near the climatological forecast on
the reliability diagram.
[23] Often it is useful to have a single scalar measure

comparing the EPS against a reference forecasting system,

Figure 3. Reduction of variance (RV) for the ECMWF
and BMRC SCM twelve hour forecasts of TCC, valid at
0000 UTC. The crosses show the RV for the individual
ensemble members, and the circles show the RV for the
ensemble mean.
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such as climatology. The Brier score (BS) [Brier, 1950] and
Brier skill score (BSS) are frequently used for this purpose:

BS ¼ 1

n

Xn

i¼1
fi � oið Þ2 ð3Þ

BSS ¼ BSclimate � BS

BSclimate
ð4Þ

where n is the number of observations, fi is the forecast
probability of TCC exceeding 0.9, and oi is the observed
occurrence of TCC exceeding 0.9. oi is either 0 or 1, for
observed TCC less than 0.9 and observed TCC exceeding
0.9, respectively. The reference climatological forecast used
for the Brier skill score is simply the relative frequency of
occurrence of observed TCC greater than 0.9 during the
1999–2000 period. The Brier score and Brier skill score are
the probabilistic forecast equivalent to the mean square error
and reduction of variance scores defined in the previous
section.
[24] The Brier skill scores for the ECMWF and BMRC

ESCM TCC > 0.9 forecasts at Manus Island are �0.5 and
�1.2, respectively. For both models, the skill scores are
negative, suggesting the SCM forecasts are less skillful than
climatology. This is consistent with the results presented in
the previous section, which showed the ESCM mean TCC
forecasts were less skillful than climatology. Finally, as also
shown in the previous section, the BMRC ESCM is less
skillful than the ECMWF ESCM at predicting TCC > 0.9.

[25] The Brier score is sensitive to both reliability and
resolution of the forecasts [e.g., Wilks, 2006; Jakob et al.,
2004]. Sometimes it is informative to focus on the resolu-
tion of a forecasting system because this reflects the
potential skill of a perfectly calibrated forecasting system.
A useful tool for highlighting EPS resolution is the relative
operating characteristics (ROC) diagram [e.g., Mason,
1982; Harvey et al., 1992]. Forecasts with poor reliability,
but good resolution may still show good validation results
when a ROC diagram is used. On a ROC diagram, clima-
tological forecasts lie on the diagonal line from the bottom
left to top right corner. Forecasts which lie above this line
are considered to be more useful than climatology.
[26] Figure 5 shows the ROC curves for predictions of

TCC exceeding 0.9 at Manus Island, from both the
ECMWF and BMRC ensembles. Using this validation
technique, it is clear that both the BMRC and ECMWF
ESCM forecasts of TCC are more skillful than climatology.
A frequently used scalar score, based on the ROC diagram,
is the area beneath the ROC curve (ROCA). If ROCA
exceeds 0.5 (the area beneath the diagonal climatology
line), the forecasts are considered skillful. The ROCA
scores for both ensembles at Manus Island are 0.82; this
clearly indicates the skill of the ensembles compared to
climatology. It is interesting to note the ROCA for the
ECMWF and BMRC ESCMs is the same, yet the BMRC
model has a lower BSS. This suggests the resolution of both
models is similar, but the BMRC model is less reliable.
[27] While ROC diagrams are a useful tool for highlight-

ing the resolution of a forecasting system, they are insen-
sitive to reliability. For example, an error in a physical
parameterization may introduce a systematic bias which
affects the reliability but does not greatly affect the resolu-

Figure 5. ROC diagram for probabilistic forecasts of TCC
exceeding 0.9 for each of the SCM ensembles at Manus
Island.

Figure 4. Reliability diagram for 12 hour forecasts of
TCC greater than or equal to 0.9 from the ECMWF ESCM
at Manus Island. The forecasts are valid at 0000 UTC. The
size of the circles show the relative frequencies of forecasts
with probabilities of 0

16
; 1
16
. . . 16

16
. The cross represents

climatological forecasts. The shaded region indicates points
which make a positive contribution to the Brier score.
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tion of the forecast. A ROC diagram may not be able to
identify such errors. Therefore it is important to use ROC
diagrams in conjunction with reliability diagrams or other
scores which are sensitive to forecast reliability.

4. Cloud Regime Validations

[28] One weakness of the validations presented in the
preceding sections is that even though it is possible to
identify model errors (as distinct from errors caused by
uncertainty in the forcing data), it is difficult to ascertain the
physical causes of these errors. This is perhaps inevitable
because the validations cover a 2 year period, during which,
several different weather or climate regimes might be
expected to occur. Errors which may be present in one
particular weather or climate regime may be compensated,
or compounded, by errors at other times. A traditional
approach to overcome this problem is to perform case
studies and identify the situations when particular errors
occur. One difficulty with case studies is that there is a
degree of subjectivity in selecting the cases to validate. An
alternative approach is to objectively split the period being
studied into distinct weather or climate regimes, and per-
form validations for each regime [e.g., Tselioudis et al.,
2000; Norris and Weaver, 2001; Tselioudis and Jakob,
2002; Jakob et al., 2005].
[29] As discussed earlier, we are interested in studying

errors in model representations of moist and radiative
processes, particularly clouds. Therefore it is useful to study
the model behavior during periods when cloud regimes with
distinct characteristics are observed. For example, in the
tropics there is the possibility that different model errors
occur during convective regimes associated with large
amounts of deep cloud than in suppressed regimes with
relatively little cloud, or only thin, high cirrus. This study
makes use of the objective cloud regimes identified by
Jakob and Tselioudis [2003] for the tropical western Pacific
(TWP). Jakob and Tselioudis applied a clustering algorithm
to International Satellite Cloud Climatology Project
(ISCCP) cloud top pressure and optical thickness histo-
grams, derived from satellite data, to identify four distinct
cloud regimes which affect the TWP. The regimes included
a suppressed regime with shallow clouds (SSC), a sup-
pressed regime dominated by thin cirrus (STC), a convec-
tive regime with a small coverage of deep convective clouds
and high cirrus clouds (CC), and a regime dominated by
deep convective clouds and thick anvils (CD). Each of the
four cloud regimes were shown to have different thermo-
dynamic and radiative characteristics, suggesting that they
represent physically distinct weather or climate regimes
[Jakob et al., 2005].

4.1. Model Cloud Regimes

[30] An obvious first test is to see how frequently the
SCMs predict each of the four cloud regimes identified by
Jakob and Tselioudis [2003]. As mentioned above, the
observed regimes were derived from ISCCP histograms
which show the frequency of clouds of given combinations
of optical thicknesses and cloud top pressure [Rossow and
Schiffer, 1991]. To produce model ISCCP histograms, cloud
top pressure and optical thickness were first derived from
the 12 hour ESCM predictions valid at 0000 UTC, using the
ISCCP simulator code [Klein and Jakob, 1999; Webb et al.,
2001]. The ISCCP simulator used a maximum-random
cloud overlap assumption for the ECMWF predictions and
a random overlap assumption for the BMRC forecasts. The
resulting model ISCCP histograms were then classified
according to which of the four observed ISCCP regimes
they were closest to (using a Euclidean distance metric).
This procedure, which classifies the model ISCCP histo-
grams according to which observed ISCCP regime they are
closest to, has several advantages. First, it requires fewer
computational resources than the clustering algorithm which
Jakob and Tselioudis [2003] used to generate the observed
regimes. It also ensures that there are the same number of
model regimes as observed regimes, making comparison
between the model and observations easier. A possible
disadvantage of this procedure is that it forces the model
histograms into one of the four observed regimes, when in
fact the model predictions may be so different from obser-
vations that a different set of model regimes would be more
appropriate. For example, Williams et al. [2005] used the
KMEANS algorithm to cluster the simulated histograms in
the same manner as the observed histograms were clustered.
For some models, this resulted in a different number of
model-derived regimes than observed regimes. Neverthe-
less, the model regimes derived using the clustering method
were usually similar to the observed regimes. Therefore it
is anticipated that the simpler method adopted in this study
for classifying the simulated ISCCP histograms will not
adversely affect the results.
[31] Table 1 shows the relative frequency of occurrence

for the 0000 UTC observed and model-derived cloud
regimes at Manus Island and Nauru. It is notable that both
SCMs overestimate the frequency of the SSC regime and
underestimate the frequency of the convective regimes (CC
and CD). It is not clear why the model-derived cloud regime
frequencies differ from the observed frequencies. It is very
likely that errors in the model physics are partially respon-
sible for differing frequencies; this will be examined in
more detail in the next section. Another possibility is that
some of the differences are caused by deficiencies in the
forcing data. For example, the frequency of the STC regime
is underestimated at both Manus Island and Nauru by the
SCMs. It is possible that some of the high cirrus observed in
the STC regime originates from outside the model domain
and is advected over the site. The SCMs are unable to
model advected cloud because advective terms for cloud
condensate are not included in the forcing data sets.
4.1.1. Total Cloud Cover Validations
[32] The preceding section showed that both the ECMWF

and BMRC SCMs underestimated the frequency of occur-
rence of the STC, CC, and CD cloud regimes and over-
estimated the frequency of the SSC regime. Predicting the

Table 1. Relative Frequency of Occurrence, %, of the 0000 UTC

Observed and Model-Derived Cloud Regimes at Manus Island and

Nauru

Regime

Manus Island Nauru

Observed ECMWF BMRC Observed ECMWF BMRC

SSC 28.9 72.2 60.8 57.7 84.9 80.0
STC 46.1 15.6 32.1 33.4 13.3 19.2
CC 15.6 7.0 3.2 8.2 1.1 0.3
CD 9.4 5.2 4.0 0.7 0.7 0.5
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correct frequency of cloud regimes is a particularly stringent
test; the model has to correctly predict the cloud tops and
optical thicknesses, and their distribution in the grid columns.
Not withstanding the incorrect cloud regime frequencies, it is
interesting to investigate some other properties of the model-
derived cloud regimes. For example, when the model
‘‘thinks’’ it is in a particular cloud regime, are its predictions
of other variables consistent with what is expected from
observations? Tests such as these may be helpful in identify-
ing regime-dependent model errors.
[33] Figure 6 shows the observed and modelled TCC

PDFs at Manus Island and Nauru for each of the four cloud
regimes. To test if there is a significant difference between
the ECMWF and BMRC PDFs, the ECMWF and observed
PDFs, and the BMRC and observed PDFs for each cloud
regime, Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) tests were applied. The
K-S test is a nonparametric test which can be used to test
whether two samples are drawn from different distributions
[Wilks, 2006]. The differences between the PDF means, and
whether the PDFs are drawn from different distributions, are
summarized in Table 2.
[34] Several points can be noted from Figure 6 and Table 2.

At Manus Island, for the complete period when the vali-
dations were performed, the median ECMWF TCC is
slightly higher than the median observed TCC, yet the
mean ECMWF cloud cover is considerably less than ob-
served. This is because the modelled total cloud cover
distribution is not symmetric, with large numbers of cloud
cover values near the extreme of 1. Importantly, the K-S
tests show the ECMWF and BMRC TCC distributions are
different for almost all the cloud regimes. The different
ECMWF and BMRC TCC distributions must be caused by
differences in the model physics because the forcing data

sets applied were the same. This highlights that the ESCM
technique is capable of identifying the influence of the
different model physics on the SCM predictions, a feature
that will be investigated further below.
[35] At Manus Island, most of the model error appears to

be associated with the SSC regime. As shown in Table 1,
both models predict this regime more than twice as
frequently as it is observed. For the other regimes, the mean
cloud cover is close to 1 for both the model predictions and
observations. For the non-SSC regimes, most of the differ-
ence between observations and predictions is in the spread
of the PDFs. The models almost always predict a TCC of 1,
whilst observations as low as 0.9 are reasonably common
for the CC and STC regimes.
[36] At Nauru, the SCMs underestimate cloud cover for

all the regimes. Furthermore, the model PDFs do not vary
much between the cloud regimes, though there is a clear

Figure 6. Box and whisker diagrams showing the TCC PDFs, for each of the observed and modelled
regimes at Manus Island (left) and Nauru (right). The dark grey bars show the observed 0000 UTC TCC
PDFs, while the light grey and white bars show the PDFs for the 12 hour ensemble mean forecasts of
TCC valid at 0000 UTC from the BMRC and ECMWF SCMs, respectively. The boxes show the median,
upper and lower quartiles. The whiskers show the 5th and 95th percentiles; the bold crosses show the
mean.

Table 2. Difference Between the TCC PDF Means for Each

Cloud Regimea

Regime

Manus Island Nauru

E-B E-O B-O E-B E-O B-O

CC �0.02 0.03 0.05 0.14 �0.38 �0.51
STC 0.01 0.07 0.06 0.19 �0.30 �0.49
CD 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.21 �0.40 �0.61
SSC 0.30 �0.08 �0.38 0.22 0.01 �0.21
All 0.15 �0.14 �0.29 0.20 �0.15 �0.35
aTCC is reported as a fraction between 0 and 1. Abbreviations are

E (ECMWF 12 hour predictions of TCC valid at 0000 UTC), B (BMRC
12 hour predictions of TCC valid at 0000 UTC), and O (TCC observed
at 0000 UTC). The nonitalic table entries indicate the K-S test showed the
PDFs were drawn from different distributions at the 95% significance level.
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difference between the ECMWF and BMRC models. Be-
cause the SCMs very rarely predict anything other than
suppressed conditions at Nauru (refer to Table 1), the
sample sizes for the active regimes are too small to draw
any conclusions about model performance in those regimes
from that site.
4.1.2. Radiative Properties of the Modelled Cloud
Regimes
[37] Validations of TCC have some limitations. For

example, Figure 6 showed that the models and observations
have a cloud cover of almost 1 for the CC, STC, and CD
regimes at Manus Island. While the agreement between the
model’s TCC predictions and observations is encouraging,
the TCC does not provide any information on the vertical
distribution of clouds or cloud thicknesses. Validations of
some of the SCM’s radiation predictions with observations

from the Manus Island ARM site can provide useful
additional information on how well the clouds are modelled.
[38] Figure 7 shows validations of outgoing long wave

radiation at the top of atmosphere (OLR), downwelling long
wave radiation at the surface (DLR), and downwelling
shortwave radiation at the surface (normalized by the
clear-sky shortwave radiation, SWd/SWc) The OLR obser-
vations were derived from the same satellite data set used
for the TCC observations; surface radiation observations
were made by radiometers at the ARM site. Estimates of the
clear-sky shortwave radiation were acquired using the
method of Long and Ackerman [2000] (the specific algo-
rithm is described by Long and Gaustad [2004]). It should
be noted that the SCM horizontal domain is predominantly
water, while the surface radiation measurements are made
from a land site, and may not be representative of the

Figure 7. Radiative properties of the observed (dark grey bars) and modelled (light grey bars: BMRC
SCM 12 hour ensemble mean predictions, white bars: ECMWF SCM 12 hour ensemble mean
predictions) cloud regimes. The top left panel shows the OLR at the TOA, the top right panel shows the
downward long-wave radiation at the surface, and the bottom panel shows the downwelling solar
radiation at the surface, normalized by the clear sky radiation. The normalized solar radiation shown in
the bottom panel have been restricted to lie within the 0–1 range; occasionally values slightly larger than
one occur due to differences between the modelled radiation data and the clear sky radiation data used for
normalization. Boxes show the median, lower and upper quartiles. The whiskers show the 5th and 95th
percentiles.
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domain. The magnitude of any land or topography effects
on the radiation measurements made at Manus Island is not
clear. McFarlane et al. [2005] found that island effects at
Nauru could affect downwelling solar radiation by as much
as 8–10% and downwelling long-wave radiation by 1–2%.
However, the ARM site at Manus Island is located on the
downwind side of the island, so it is hoped island effects
will be minimized.
[39] The ECMWF SCM appears to slightly underestimate

the OLR for the SSC regime, while the BMRC SCM
slightly overestimates it. In the case of the BMRC SCM,
the small overestimation of OLR is probably because the
model underestimates the TCC for the SSC regime. On
the other hand, the small underestimation of OLR by the
ECMWF model is possibly caused by the SCM producing
too much high cirrus, which compensates for the increased
OLR associated with the smaller cloud cover. This will be
examined in more detail later. In the case of the two
convective regimes (CC and CD), both SCMs predict
notably smaller OLR values than the observations. Since
both models and observations show a cloud cover of almost
1 for the convective regimes, the smaller predicted OLR
values are consistent with the models producing higher or
thicker cirrus than is observed.
[40] The ECMWF SCM overpredicts the DLR in all

regimes. Two possible explanations for overpredicting the
DLR are that the model predicts too much low cloud or too
much low level water vapor. Figure 8 shows the total
column water vapor predicted by the SCMs. For all cloud
regimes, both models either predict TCWV close to the
observed value or underpredict it. Therefore the likely
explanation for the ECMWF model overpredicting DLR is
that it predicts too much low cloud. This is borne out by the
results showing that the overprediction is greater in the
regimes where a lot of low clouds are present (CD and SSC)
and not as severe in the regimes where cirrus predominates
(STC and CC). In contrast, the BMRC SCM consistently
underpredicts the DLR, which is likely due to underpredict-
ing the low level cloud cover and water vapor.

[41] The final panel in Figure 7 shows the 0000 UTC
downwelling solar radiation at the surface, normalized by
the 0000 UTC clear sky downwelling solar radiation. The
ECMWF SCM underestimates the solar radiation during the
SSC regime. This is consistent with the DLR results which
suggested the ECMWF SCM produces too much low cloud.
In contrast, the BMRC SCM overestimates the solar radi-
ation during the CC and CD regimes, suggesting it is not
producing enough cloud.
4.1.3. Vertical Cloud Distribution
[42] The preceding section showed that it is possible to

infer some information about how well the SCMs model
clouds from the radiative properties of the model-derived
cloud regimes. It is also possible to directly validate the
model clouds with observations from millimeter wavelength
cloud radars, which are located at all the tropical ARM sites
[e.g., Mace et al., 1998; Jakob et al., 2004]. Data from these
radars are combined with other observations from the ARM
sites to produce the Active Remotely-Sensed Clouds Loca-
tions (ARSCL, Clothiaux et al. [2000]) product, which
includes, amongst other things, estimates of the vertical
cloud distribution.
[43] Figure 9 shows the observed and modelled cloud

profiles for 0000 UTC at Manus Island, both for the entire
period and sorted by cloud regime. The ECMWF SCM
overestimates the amount of high level cloud for all
regimes, and the BMRC model overestimates it for all
regimes except SSC. The overprediction of high cloud
cover for the convective regimes (CC and CD) is consistent
with the results showing both models underpredicted the
OLR for these regimes. Similarly, the overprediction of
cirrus by the ECMWF model for the SSC regime explains
the slight underprediction of OLR by the model for this
regime.
[44] It is interesting to note that only the ECMWF model

simulates the observed peak in cloud cover at the top of the
boundary layer (approximately 1000–2000 m). The vertical
profiles in Figure 9 also suggest that the ECMWF model
overestimates the thickness of these boundary layer clouds,
especially for the SSC regime. This is also consistent with
the earlier results, which showed a marked overestimation
of the DLR, and underestimation of solar radiation, by the
ECMWF model for the SSC regime.

5. Development of Modified SCM
Parameterizations

[45] As mentioned in the introduction, SCMs are useful
tools for efficiently testing GCM parameterizations. It is
obviously important that SCM evaluation methods, such as
the one presented here, are capable of detecting the effect of
modifications to the model’s physical parameterizations. In
the previous sections, a variety of validation techniques
were presented which could clearly identify differences
between the BMRC and ECMWF SCMs. However, the
influence of modifications to a single parameterization in an
SCM is likely to be more subtle, and hence more difficult to
detect, than the differences between two quite different
models.
[46] To test if the techniques presented in this paper can

indeed detect the effect of parameterization modifications, a
modified version of the ECMWF SCM was created. The

Figure 8. As for Figure 7, but for total column water vapor
(TCWV).
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ECMWF model uses the Tiedtke mass flux scheme for
cumulus parameterization [Tiedtke, 1989]. In the modified
SCM, the entrainment rate for penetrative convection was
doubled from 1 � 10�4 m�1 to 2 � 10�4 m�1. Doubling the
entrainment rate will have two effects: (1) it will increase
the mass flux in convective plumes and (2) it will increase
mixing between the plumes and the environment, thereby
reducing their buoyancy. The former effect will generate
more cloudy mass overall in the model. The latter effect is
anticipated to reduce the penetration depth of convection
and will probably result in clouds forming at lower levels
than in the unmodified model. We do not expect this
modification to represent an improvement to the cumulus
parameterization scheme, rather it is being used to test the
sensitivity of the ESCM validation techniques to modified
model physics.
[47] Table 3 compares the relative frequency of occur-

rence for the four cloud regimes in the modified and
unmodified SCMs. The observed frequencies are also
included for comparison. It is notable that the frequency
of deep convection (CD) is considerably less in the mod-
ified SCM, and there is a slight increase in the frequency of
the SSC regime. These results suggest deep convection is
weakened in the modified SCM, as expected.
[48] Figure 10 compares the vertical cloud profiles for the

modified and unmodified ECMWF SCMs. As noted earlier,
the average cloud profile during 1999 and 2000 is domi-
nated by the SSC regime. In the modified SCM, increased
midlevel cloud cover is predicted for most of the regimes, as

expected. Interestingly, when deep convection does occur
(albeit rarely) in the modified SCM, there is considerably
more cloud at all levels compared to the unmodified model.
This means that the convection is strong enough to over-
come the reduced buoyancy, and the effect of the extra
cloudy mass takes over.
[49] While the modification to the cumulus parameteri-

zation described here is somewhat contrived, it is encour-
aging to note that its effects are easily detected by the
ESCM validation techniques and were also expected from
physical considerations. While it would be interesting to
study the effect of parameterization changes being made to
the current operational GCMs, this poses several difficul-
ties. Importantly, the versions of the SCMs used in this
study are older than the current GCMs. Therefore it is not
clear if it is appropriate to test a parameterization being
modified for the latest version of the GCM in an older
version of the SCM. The use of the ESCM technique to test

Table 3. Relative Frequency of Occurrence (RFO), %, of the Four

Cloud Regimes at Manus Island in the Original andModified Versions

of the ECMWF SCM

Cloud
Regime

Original
ECMWF SCM

Modified
ECMWF SCM Observed

SSC 72.2 75.3 28.9
STC 15.6 11.4 46.1
CC 7.0 9.7 15.6
CD 5.2 3.6 9.4

Figure 9. Vertical cloud profiles at Manus Island. Observations are from 0000 UTC ARSCL (Active
Remotely Sensed Clouds Locations) data. The SCM profiles are averages of the 12 hour ensemble mean
forecasts valid at 0000 UTC during 1999 and 2000 for each regime.
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‘‘real’’ parameterization modifications to a current opera-
tional model will be the subject of later research.
[50] It should also be stressed there is no guarantee that

changes seen in the SCM as a result of parameterization
modifications will necessarily be seen in the full GCM,
where nonlinear interactions can occur with the surround-
ing grid point columns. It is therefore necessary to validate
the results in the full GCM before a particular modification
can be claimed to be beneficial. However, HJ05 showed
that the ECMWF ESCM produced similar results to the
full ECMWF model, at least for some solar radiation
validations.

6. Conclusions

[51] This study has described the use of the ESCM
technique of HJ05 for model evaluation. For this purpose,
a number of validation techniques which can be applied
to the ESCM method have been investigated. First, in
section 3, some simple validation techniques were applied
to ESCM runs at the ARMManus Island and Nauru sites for
the 1999–2000 period. They showed that the ESCM
method is consistently more skillful than single SCM runs.
In particular, the ESCM technique is insensitive to outliers
in the forcing data. This is important because when a single
SCM run is being evaluated, it is often difficult to know if
the forcing data being used are outliers or not. Indeed, even
when forcing data derived from observations are used, the
ESCM technique is probably beneficial. This is because

observed forcing data can contain significant uncertainties
resulting from instrument and sampling errors, such as
unresolved spatial variability within a radiosonde array
[Mapes et al., 2003]. The derivation and use of ensembles
of observed forcing data for the Darwin region (in Northern
Australia) during the Australian summer monsoon of 2006
is the subject of current research.
[52] A second advantage of the ESCM technique is that it

allows the use of a range of NWP ensemble validation
techniques, which cannot be applied to single model runs.
Section 3.2 investigated some of these ensemble validation
techniques, including the Brier score, reliability diagrams,
and ROC curves. Each of these validation methods were
able to highlight different aspects of the ESCM runs.
However, it is important to note that no one validation
method can fully assess the skill of a model. For example,
the ROC curves suggested the ECMWF and BMRC models
had similar resolution, yet the reliability diagrams and Brier
score highlighted that the ECMWF model was more reliable
than the BMRC model. The appropriate validation scores to
use depend, to certain extent, on the applications the SCMs
are being used for. From the perspective of improving or
developing new model parameterizations, both reliability
and resolution are important aspects of a forecasting system
which should be focused on.
[53] One difficulty with applying validations on model

runs from a complete 2 year period is that it is not possible
to determine if model errors are associated with particular
weather or climate regimes. Traditionally, case studies have

Figure 10. Comparison of vertical cloud profiles at Manus Island from the unmodified and modified
ECMWF SCMs. Observed profiles are included for comparison. The SCM profiles are averages of the
12 hour ensemble mean forecasts valid at 0000 UTC during 1999 and 2000 for each cloud regime.
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been used to investigate this. While case studies are useful,
they are potentially affected by subjectivity in the selection
of cases to validate. To overcome this difficulty, Jakob
[2003] suggested a method whereby model runs for objec-
tively determined cloud regimes are validated. Section 4.1
showed that this approach can be used with the ESCM
method. Both the ECMWF and BMRC SCMs produce
substantially lower frequencies for the TWP convective
regimes identified by Jakob and Tselioudis [2003] and
overpredict the occurrence of the suppressed SSC regime.
While the validations for the complete 1999–2000 period
show the SCMs underpredict the total cloud cover, this can
to a large extent be attributed to the overprediction of the
SSC regime. In contrast, for the convective regimes, the
SCMs produce substantially more high cloud than is
observed. Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests also showed that
statistically significant differences between the ECMWF
and BMRC predictions can be identified for all the TWP
cloud regimes. These differences must be caused by differ-
ences in the model physics because the same forcing data
were used for both ensembles. This is an important finding
because it highlights the ESCM is capable of identifying
errors caused by the model physics, apart from errors
associated with uncertainties in the forcing data.
[54] As discussed in the introduction, a major motivation

for using SCMs is as a framework for testing new or
modified parameterizations. Validations on a version of
the ECMWF SCM where the penetrative entrainment rate
was doubled showed that the ESCM technique can clearly
identify changes caused by the modified physics. Further-
more, in the simple example presented here, the influence of
the modified cumulus parameterization was as expected
from physical considerations. This suggests ensemble single
column modelling is a useful technique for testing modifi-
cations to parameterizations in a model. For future work, we
plan to use the ESCM technique to test a ‘‘real’’ parame-
terization modification in an operational model used within
the Bureau of Meteorology. This will be reported on in a
future publication.
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ABSTRACT

This study documents the characteristics of the large-scale structures and diabatic heating and drying

profiles observed during the Tropical Warm Pool–International Cloud Experiment (TWP-ICE), which was

conducted in January–February 2006 in Darwin during the northern Australian monsoon season. The ex-

amined profiles exhibit significant variations between four distinct synoptic regimes that were observed

during the experiment. The active monsoon period is characterized by strong upward motion and large ad-

vective cooling and moistening throughout the entire troposphere, while the suppressed and clear periods are

dominated by moderate midlevel subsidence and significant low- to midlevel drying through horizontal ad-

vection. The midlevel subsidence and horizontal dry advection are largely responsible for the dry mid-

troposphere observed during the suppressed period and limit the growth of clouds to low levels. During the

break period, upward motion and advective cooling and moistening located primarily at midlevels dominate

together with weak advective warming and drying (mainly from horizontal advection) at low levels. The

variations of the diabatic heating and drying profiles with the different regimes are closely associated with

differences in the large-scale structures, cloud types, and rainfall rates between the regimes. Strong diabatic

heating and drying are seen throughout the troposphere during the active monsoon period while they are

moderate and only occur above 700 hPa during the break period. The diabatic heating and drying tend to have

their maxima at low levels during the suppressed periods. The diurnal variations of these structures between

monsoon systems, continental/coastal, and tropical inland-initiated convective systems are also examined.

1. Introduction

The large-scale state of the tropical atmosphere as

characterized by low-level convergence and advective

cooling and moistening plays an important role in

destabilizing the atmospheric structure, initiating and

maintaining deep convection. On the other hand, latent

heating released from tropical convective systems is a

major energy source for the large-scale circulation. By

releasing latent heat and vertically redistributing sensi-

ble heat and water vapor, cumulus clouds modify the

temperature and moisture structure of the environment
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(Riehl and Malkus 1958; Yanai 1961; Yanai and Johnson

1993). Documenting the large-scale structure and latent

heating profiles of tropical convective cloud systems

from observations is a key step toward understanding

how cumulus convection interacts with its large-scale

environment. This has been one of the primary goals of

a number of major field experiments conducted in the

tropics (Thompson et al. 1979; Frank 1978; Frank and

McBride 1989; Lin and Johnson 1996a,b; Schumacher

et al. 2007). Retrieval of latent heating profiles from

satellite measurements is also a major research topic of

the National Aeronautics and Space Administration’s

(NASA) Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM)

(Tao et al. 2006, 2007).

Latent heating is the dominant component of total dia-

batic heating in the tropics during convective periods. The

total diabatic heating and drying can be estimated as the

residuals of heat and moisture budgets of large-scale mo-

tion measured by a suitably designed sounding network.

The purpose of this study is to document the characteristics

of the large-scale structure and diabatic heating and drying

profiles of the convective cloud systems observed during

the latest major field experiment in the tropics, the Trop-

ical Warm Pool–International Cloud Experiment (TWP-

ICE). The derived diabatic heating data can also be used as

an observed base for validating TRMM latent heating

retrievals, which are designed for application with satellite-

estimated surface rain rate and precipitation profile inputs

using physically based models, which range from simple

profile shapes to cloud-resolving models (CRMs). As

shown in Tao et al. (2006), different retrieval algorithms

may result in large differences in the retrieved latent

heating profiles from TRMM measurements.

TWP-ICE was conducted in January–February 2006

in Darwin during the northern Australian monsoon

season by the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) At-

mospheric Radiation Measurement Program (ARM)

(Stokes and Schwartz 1994; Ackerman and Stokes 2003)

and the Australian Bureau of Meteorology (BOM) in

collaboration with many other agencies and universities

(May et al. 2008) to further improve the understanding

of the interaction of tropical convection with its envi-

ronment. The major goal of TWP-ICE was to provide

a comprehensive dataset that describes the structure and

evolution of monsoonal deep tropical convection and

the resulting cirrus clouds and their radiative impacts. In

conjunction with the description of the convection, the

experiment aimed to provide an extensive description of

the large-scale state of the atmosphere on the scale of

a typical climate model grid box (;28 3 28). For this

purpose, a comprehensive ground-based observational

network, including an array of six radiosonde stations

centered at the ARM Darwin site and an extensive set of

in situ and remote sensing instruments, was deployed to

observe the evolution of convective cloud systems, their

large-scale environment, and the detailed cloud micro-

physical properties (Fig. 1). One of the unique features

of TWP-ICE is that radiosondes were launched with

very high temporal resolution (3-hourly launches) at all

of the five boundary sounding stations. Consequently,

the diurnal variability of convective cloud systems can

be better resolved by TWP-ICE data than in data from

earlier tropical field experiments.

The northern Australian summer monsoon season

usually begins in mid- to late December and ends in

March. Climatologically, the monsoonal flow is char-

acterized by low-level westerlies of equatorial origin

overlain by strong easterlies in the upper troposphere,

with ‘‘break’’ periods where low- to midlevel easterlies

of continental origin prevail. Characteristics of the con-

vection and its associated large-scale environment dur-

ing the northern Australian summer monsoon season

have been described in many studies. An overview of the

northern Australian summer monsoon was provided by

McBride (1987) and Manton and McBride (1992); Gunn

et al. (1989) described the synoptic aspects of the 1987

Australian summer monsoon during the Australian

Monsoon Experiment (AMEX) over the Gulf of Car-

pentaria; Frank and McBride (1989) performed a de-

tailed investigation of diabatic heating and drying

structures and the evolution of the life cycle of the

convective cloud systems for AMEX. They found that

AMEX convective systems typically showed stronger

upward motion and more heating in the mid- and upper

levels but weaker upward motion and less heating in the

lower troposphere throughout their life cycles compared

to those systems observed in Atlantic Ocean during

the Global Atmospheric Research Program (GARP)

Atlantic Tropical Experiment (GATE). Keenan and

Carbone (1992) showed differences in the structural

characteristics of tropical precipitating systems of oce-

anic, continental/coastal, and island origin observed in

the vicinity of Darwin. Tropical island-initiated con-

vective systems over the Darwin region were studied

in Carbone et al. (2000) and were the major focus of

the Maritime Continent Thunderstorm Experiment

(MCTEX) held during November–December 1995 over

the Tiwi Islands north of Darwin (Keenan et al. 2000).

During TWP-ICE, Darwin experienced four distinct

synoptic regimes, coincident with the activity of a major

Madden–Julian oscillation (MJO) event that influenced

the region (see the MJO index online at http://www.

bom.gov.au/bmrc/clfor/cfstaff/matw/maproom/RMM/).

Various types of tropical convective systems of oceanic,

continental/coastal, and island origin were observed dur-

ing the experiment. The experiment provided a unique
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opportunity to study the structure and evolution of these

tropical convective systems and their associated envi-

ronments in an unprecedented level of detail. An over-

view of TWP-ICE and its synoptic conditions can be

found in May et al. (2008).

The focus of this study is to elucidate the variations

in the TWP-ICE large-scale structures as well as diabatic

heating and drying profiles within the four observed

regimes. We attempt to understand how the large-scale

atmospheric structure interacts with the organization of

the TWP-ICE convective systems and to provide a com-

prehensive description of the large-scale environment

and diabatic heating and drying profiles for future

studies on TWP-ICE. An important by-product of the

present study are the derived large-scale fields (e.g.,

vertical velocity and advective tendencies of tempera-

ture and moisture), which can be used for heat and

moisture budget studies as well as single-column mod-

eling (SCM) and CRM studies of the observed convec-

tive cloud systems. Note that providing such large-scale

fields was one of the key goals of the TWP-ICE field

campaign (May et al. 2008).

Section 2 provides details about the data and data

analysis issues. The synoptic conditions and associated

cloud fields are briefly summarized in section 3. Section 4

describes characteristics of the analyzed mean flow and

surface conditions. Section 5 examines large-scale struc-

tures and diabatic heating and drying profiles exhibited

over the four distinct regimes. A further investigation of

differences in these fields relative to the diurnal cycle

of convection of oceanic, continental/coastal, and island

origin is conducted in section 6. Section 7 summarizes

the results.

2. Data and data analysis issues

The constrained variational analysis approach of Zhang

and Lin (1997) is used to perform an objective analysis of

FIG. 1. The ground observation network established during TWP-ICE. The analysis domain is enclosed

by the five boundary sounding stations. The mainland subdomain and the Tiwi Islands subdomain are

enclosed by the dashed lines. The locations of the sounding, surface radiative flux, and surface turbulence

flux stations are displayed as stars, squares, and dots, respectively.
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TWP-ICE data. This method was designed for deriving

the large-scale vertical velocity and advective tendencies

of temperature and moisture from sounding measure-

ments over a network with a small number of stations.

Diabatic heating and drying, or the apparent heat source

Q1 and apparent moist sink Q2 as defined by Yanai et al.

(1973), can then be estimated as the residuals of heat and

moisture budgets of large-scale motion. The variational

analysis uses domain-averaged surface and top-of-the-

atmosphere (TOA) observations as constraints to adjust

atmospheric state variables from soundings by the small-

est possible amount to conserve column-integrated mass,

moisture, and static energy so that the final analysis da-

taset is dynamically and thermodynamically consistent.

The required observation constraints include the surface

and TOA radiative fluxes, surface latent and sensible

heat fluxes, and surface precipitation. The variational

analysis has been successfully used to process field data

collected at the ARM Southern Great Plains (SGP)

(Zhang et al. 2001) and North Slope of Alaska (NSA)

sites (Xie et al. 2006). It was also used for analyzing data

from the TRMM Kwajalein Experiment (KWAJEX),

the TRMM Large-Scale Biosphere–Atmosphere Ex-

periment (LBA), and the TRMM South China Sea

Monsoon Experiment (SCSMEX) (Schumacher et al.

2007). Details of the variational analysis method can be

found in Zhang and Lin (1997) and Zhang et al. (2001).

In this section, we provide some technical details about

the objective data analysis of TWP-ICE observations to

help users better understand the large-scale state dataset

developed from this study.

The TWP-ICE sounding array (Fig. 1) provided three

hourly soundings during the intensive operational pe-

riod (IOP) from 22 January to 12 February 2006. The

array contains four mainland stations (including the

ARM Darwin site), one station on the Tiwi Islands, and

one station on the Australian Commonwealth Scientific

and Industrial Research Organisation (CSIRO) Southern

Surveyor ship stationed in the Timor Sea. The sound-

ing array covers an area with a radius of approximately

150 km. The variational analysis technique described

above was applied to the sounding IOP over the domain

enclosed by the five boundary sounding stations (Fig. 1).

In addition, two subanalysis domains were defined to

better describe the convective systems of continental/

coastal and island origin observed during the break

period (respectively the mainland and Tiwi Islands

subdomains shown by dashed lines in Fig. 1) since those

systems occupied only small regions of the experiment

domain as will be shown in the next section. Both

continental/coastal and island systems were mainly driven

by sea breezes, but the continental coastal systems were

also influenced by several squall lines crossing Darwin in

the evening and early morning during TWP-ICE. There-

fore, it would be interesting to examine similarities and

differences in the structural characteristics of these two

types of cloud systems. In the following discussion, the

analysis domain refers to the whole TWP-ICE sounding

domain unless the mainland or Tiwi Islands subdomains

are explicitly indicated. The temporal and vertical res-

olutions of the analyses used in this study are 3 h and

25 hPa, respectively, for both the sounding domain and

the two subdomains.

The variational analysis requires initial analyses of

temperature, wind, and humidity for the TWP-ICE do-

main. These are generated from the TWP-ICE soundings

and background European Centre for Medium-Range

Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) analyses using an inter-

polation scheme described by Cressman (1959). The

Cressman scheme uses a weighting function that depends

on the distance between an observation station and an

analysis grid point, as well as the difference between

observations and the background. The interpolation is

carried out for the difference field between observations

and the background. If there is no measurement within

a specified distance (L) of an analysis grid point, the

scheme will only take the background field as the anal-

ysis. The distance L used in this study is 50 km.

The surface and TOA observations, used as the con-

straints in the variational analysis, were measured by

the enhanced surface observation network near Darwin

shown in Fig. 1 and the Japanese Multifunctional Trans-

port Satellite (MTSAT), respectively. Among these con-

straint fields, the surface precipitation rates were derived

from a scanning C-band Doppler radar at Gunn Point

(near Darwin) using a combination of polarimetric es-

timators that are dominated by reflectivity at low rain

rates, differential reflectivity at moderate rates, and the

specific differential phase (KDP) at high rain rates. The

particular algorithms are described in Bringi et al. (2001,

2002, 2004). The surface radiation was obtained from

radiometer measurements using the algorithm described

in Long and Ackerman (2000) and Long (2001). The

surface turbulent fluxes were derived from 3D eddy co-

variance system measurements according to the method

described in Beringer et al. (2007). The TOA radiative

fluxes were from hourly MTSAT products, which were

retrieved using the algorithm described in Minnis et al.

(2001).

Since both the C-band polarimetric (C-POL) pre-

cipitation radar and MTSAT covered the analysis region

completely, a simple arithmetic averaging was used to

calculate the domain average precipitation rates and

TOA radiative fluxes. For the surface radiative and

turbulent fluxes, a weighted average was applied to the

data collected from the limited number of surface flux
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sites. The weights used in computing the area mean of

the surface radiative fluxes were based on the land and

ocean fraction within the analysis domain, 0.57 and 0.43,

respectively. For the sensible and latent heat fluxes,

the weights for data collected at each site (i.e., Darwin

Harbour, Fogg Dam, Howard Springs, Daly River, and

the ship) were guided by the frequencies of the Mod-

erate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS)

satellite-derived land types within the analysis domain.

As shown in Fig. 1, the Daly River site is located outside

the analysis domain. However, data collected from the site

are important for us to obtain meaningful area-averaged

heat fluxes since the Daly River site is surrounded with

eucalypt woodland/grassland savanna, one of the most

common land types in the Darwin region. The locations

of the other four heat flux sites were selected to repre-

sent inshore waters (Darwin Harbour), typical northern

floodplain (Fogg Dam), eucalypt open forest savanna

(Howard Springs), and open ocean (the ship). There were

quite large gaps in the surface heat flux measurements.

The major missing data periods are 22–25 January 2006

and 1–6 February 2006 at Fogg Dam, 22–23 January

2006 and 1–10 February 2006 at Howard Springs, 22–31

January 2006 at Daly River, 3–7 February 2006 at Dar-

win Harbour, and 22–25 January 2006 at the ship. The

data gaps were filled with ECMWF data, which were

adjusted using linear regression equations that were de-

rived for the times when both ECMWF and observations

were available.

The Vaisala RS92 sondes used in TWP-ICE are

known to have a significant daytime solar radiation

dry bias and a minor temperature-dependent calibration

error (Vömel et al. 2007). The dry bias is caused by solar

heating of the radiosonde’s humidity sensor; at the

height of 15 km this bias can be as great as 50%. In this

study, the dry bias and the temperature-dependent cal-

ibration errors in the original RS92 sondes were cor-

rected using an algorithm similar to the one described

in Vömel et al. (2007). A radiation dry bias correction

factor, a temperature-dependent calibration correction

factor, and a solar zenith angle correction factor were

applied to the original RS92 sondes (Hume 2007). The

largest correction is in the upper troposphere during

daylight; however, small changes can also be seen at

night and in the lower troposphere mainly because of

the use of the temperature-dependent calibration cor-

rection factor. More details about the correction can be

found in the appendix.

The subdomain large-scale state was derived using the

same approach as that used for the entire sounding do-

main, except that the surface and TOA constraints are

averaged over the corresponding subdomains. Sounding

data from those stations that are within the specified

distance (50 km) of the analysis grid points were used in

the analysis through the Cressman method as described

earlier. As indicated in Fig. 1, the mean flow and large-

scale structures over the mainland subdomain were de-

termined mainly by the sounding data collected at

Darwin, Mount Bundy, and Point Stuart, while over the

Tiwi Islands subdomain they were determined mainly

by the sounding data collected at Pirlangimpi, Southern

Surveyor, and Cape Don. It is worth noting that the use

of subdomain-averaged constraints helps alleviate some

of the problems caused by scale aliasing in the mea-

surements over the two smaller subdomains that are

originally introduced by the reduction of the number of

sounding stations used in the analysis.

It is believed that there are quite large uncertainties in

the area-mean surface fluxes because of the limited

number of surface flux stations and large data gaps. The

small number of surface flux stations cannot well resolve

the large spatial variability exhibited in the radiative and

heat fluxes in the Darwin region, which contains both

ocean and diverse land surface types. Several sensitivity

tests were performed to examine the impact of potential

uncertainties in the domain-averaged surface fluxes on

the derived large-scale structures. In these tests, the area-

averaged surface radiative and turbulent fluxes were de-

rived using different weighting coefficients for the data

collected from the flux stations. It was found that the

derived large-scale fields from these sensitivity tests

exhibited very similar temporal and vertical structures

with some variations in their magnitudes. The differ-

ences between these sensitivity tests and the standard

run (which is used in this study) are at least one order of

magnitude smaller than typical values of the large-scale

fields in the standard run (not shown). This suggests that

the analyzed data are suitable for studying large-scale

structures for the convection systems observed during

TWP-ICE.

3. Synoptic conditions and observed clouds

As described in May et al. (2008), the Darwin region

was influenced by a typical monsoonal circulation during

TWP-ICE. It experienced four distinct regimes: active

monsoon during 13–25 January, suppressed monsoon

during 26 January–2 February, clear skies during 3–5

February, and a monsoon break period during 6–13

February. The active monsoon period was characterized

by westerly monsoon flow, intensive mesoscale convec-

tive systems of mostly oceanic origin, and heavy surface

rainfall. During the suppressed monsoon period, an in-

tense low pressure system moved inland to the southwest

of Darwin where it deepened, leading to strong west-

erlies over Darwin as is typical in the days following the
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active phase of an MJO. This period was characterized

by clouds associated with relatively shallow convection

(cloud tops at or below 8 km) accompanied by much

lower area-mean precipitation than in the preceding

monsoon period. Cirrus resulting from the inland low to

the south of Darwin was advected into the TWP-ICE

domain. Following the dissipation of the inland low on

3 February, the Darwin region experienced three days of

clear skies with no precipitation. This was followed by

a monsoon break period, during which an inland heat

trough dominated the large-scale conditions over north

Australia. Convection during the break period was char-

acterized by intense afternoon thunderstorms with several

squall lines crossing Darwin in the evening and early

morning.

The cloud and precipitation systems that occurred

during TWP-ICE were well observed by the ARM sur-

face remote sensing instruments, including a 35-GHz

millimeter wave cloud radar (MMCR), micropulse lidar

(MPL), laser ceilometers, and the BOM C-POL radar.

Figure 2a shows the time–pressure cross section of ob-

served frequency of occurrence of clouds at the ARM

Darwin site. The figure is constructed by integrating

measurements from MMCR, MPL, and laser ceilome-

ters using the Active Remotely Sensed Clouds Loca-

tions (ARSCL) algorithm (Clothiaux et al. 2000) for the

sounding IOP. The integrated products combine the

capability of the MMCR to penetrate optically thick

hydrometeor layers and the ability of the MPL to detect

optically thin clouds (e.g., cirrus). Cloud base shown in

Fig. 2a is determined by the MPL and the laser ceil-

ometers, which are usually insensitive to precipitation

particles (if they are not sufficiently large) or clutter. As

indicated in Clothiaux et al. (2000), the laser ceilome-

ters and MPL can provide quite accurate cloud-base

measurements. The area-average surface precipitation

rates retrieved from the C-POL radar are shown in

Fig. 2b.

Examples of the horizontal distribution of the observed

cloud systems and surface rainfall are displayed in Figs. 3

and 4, respectively. The pentagon in these snapshot fig-

ures denotes the TWP-ICE sounding domain. It is seen

that the major cloud systems and surface rainfall associ-

ated with the active monsoon covered much of the

analysis region, while those associated with intense af-

ternoon convection and squall lines during the break

period only occupied scattered regions (over the main-

land and the Tiwi Islands) of the analysis domain. This

suggests that the current sounding network might be too

big to appropriately describe the break period systems.

This motivated the analysis over the mainland sub-

domain and the Tiwi Islands subdomain carried out in

section 6.

4. Mean flow and surface conditions

The large-scale environment of the Australian sum-

mer monsoon as analyzed with the variational analysis is

shown in Figs. 5a–c, which display the analyzed zonal

and meridional wind components and relative humidity

(RH) fields, respectively. RH is calculated with respect

to ice for T , 08C. Note that the analyzed data represent

an average over the analysis domain as shown in Fig. 1.

A 24-h running smoothing was applied to all fields for

display purposes.

The analyzed winds clearly demonstrate the north-

ern Australia summer monsoonal flow observed during

TWP-ICE. The monsoon period (active, suppressed,

and clear skies) was characterized by westerlies at low-

to midlevels, whereas the break period was character-

ized by easterlies at the levels above 915 hPa. The

easterly flow observed on 24 January at the levels above

915 hPa was due to the monsoon trough retreating to the

north of Darwin (May et al. 2008). A strong westerly

wind event was observed during the suppressed mon-

soon period, following the active phase of an MJO. At

the same time, an easterly flow occurred in the upper

FIG. 2. (a) Observed cloud frequency at Darwin from the ARM

surface remote sensing instruments (MMCR, MPL, and laser ceil-

ometer) and (b) the domain-averaged surface precipitation rates

from the BOM C-POL radar. The four regimes are marked in (b).
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troposphere. The meridional wind component is much

weaker than the zonal wind component, typically less

than 5 m s21 in the troposphere (Fig. 5b). The temporal

and vertical structure of RH shows a strong association

with the observed cloud fields (Fig. 2). The RH was

usually larger than 80% throughout the troposphere

during the active monsoon period. Low RH values were

seen in the midtroposphere during the suppressed, clear

skies, and break periods. The dry air was likely related to

dry intrusions originated from higher latitudes, which

are often observed over the tropical western Pacific

(Numaguti et al. 1995). The dry midtroposphere could

act to suppress the convection and prevent the forma-

tion of deep cumulus clouds.

Figures 6a–d show the analyzed domain-averaged

surface temperature, surface wind speed, sensible heat

flux, and latent heat flux, respectively. These surface

fields exhibited notable differences over the four re-

gimes. For example, the break period had higher sur-

face temperature and sensible heat flux but weaker

surface wind and latent heat flux compared to the ac-

tive and suppressed monsoon periods. It is seen that the

FIG. 3. Four snapshots showing the satellite images for the different cloud systems observed during (a) the active; (b) suppressed; and

(c),(d) break periods. The pentagon in these figures denotes the TWP-ICE sounding domain. Local time in Darwin is 9.5 h greater than

universal time. Black represents clear-sky area.
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sensible heat flux showed some correlation with the

surface temperature, whereas the surface latent heat

flux was better correlated with the surface wind speed.

Both the surface wind and latent heat flux (or evapo-

ration) were significantly enhanced following the pas-

sage of the active phase of the MJO event. The increase

of surface temperature with time was consistent with an

increase of net surface shortwave radiation (Fig. 7a)

due to a decrease of cloud fraction especially at low

levels. The reduction of clouds from the active mon-

soon to the break period also led to an increase of net

downward shortwave and outgoing longwave radia-

tive fluxes at TOA (Figs. 7b and 7d, respectively) and

an increase of net surface upward longwave radiation

(Fig. 7c).

Associated with the activity of a major MJO event

over the Darwin region, the observed characteristics

of the large-scale environment during the active and

suppressed monsoon period of TWP-ICE show many

similarities to those observed over the tropical west-

ern Pacific warm pool region, such as those described

in Lin and Johnson (1996a) for the Tropical Ocean

and Global Atmosphere Coupled Ocean–Atmosphere

Response Experiment (TOGA COARE) conducted

over the western Pacific warm pool, in which the large-

scale circulation was also largely impacted by major

MJO events. For example, both TWP-ICE and TOGA

COARE data show significantly increased westerlies

and evaporation following the active phase of an MJO

event. This indicates that the TWP-ICE data could

help understand tropical convective systems that occur

over the warm pool region. However, they differ sig-

nificantly during the break period, where TWP-ICE had

the unique continental/coastal and island-initiated con-

vective systems that occurred in the Darwin region al-

most on a daily basis. Data collected from TWP-ICE

provide a unique opportunity to study these tropical

land systems and their associated environments.

FIG. 4. Images of the C-POL radar precipitation for the similar times as the satellite pictures shown in Fig. 3. The

pentagon in these figures denotes the TWP-ICE sounding domain. Local time in Darwin is 9.5 h greater than uni-

versal time.
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5. Mean large-scale structures and diabatic heating
and drying profiles

One of the major goals of TWP-ICE is to determine

mean large-scale dynamic and thermodynamic struc-

tures and diabatic heating and drying profiles associated

with tropical convective cloud systems. Details of the

vertical heating profile are known to have large in-

fluence on both tropical weather and climate systems

and are central to their intraseasonal variability (Yanai

et al. 2000; Lin et al. 2004). In this section, we examine

the evolution of the derived large-scale state and dia-

batic heating and drying as well as their vertical struc-

tures over the four distinct regimes.

The temporal evolution and period-averaged large-

scale vertical velocity derived from TWP-ICE observa-

tions over the whole sounding domain are shown in

Figs. 8a and 8b, respectively. The mean vertical velocity

field during the active monsoon period showed strong

upward motion through the entire troposphere with

maximum around 265 hPa (Fig. 8b). In contrast, the av-

erage vertical motion was weak during the suppressed,

clear, and break periods. The suppressed monsoon pe-

riod was characterized by moderate upward motion

below 665 hPa and above 245 hPa and weak downward

motion in the midtroposphere. Compared to the sup-

pressed period, the three clear days had stronger down-

ward motion above 465 hPa and weaker upward motion

below 665 hPa. During the break period, moderate

midlevel upward motion occurred with virtually no

vertical velocity below 765 hPa in its averaged profile.

The characteristics of the vertical velocity field during

the monsoonal period are similar to those shown in

TOGA COARE (Lin and Johnson 1996a) in which the

upward motion maxima were found at upper levels

during the active convective period, and low-level weak

upward motion or subsidence was observed during sup-

pressed convective period when strong westerly winds

prevailed. The major difference between these two

datasets is that the ascending maximum of the TWP-

ICE profile occurs higher (265 hPa), indicating higher

clouds or stronger updrafts, than that of the TOGA

FIG. 5. The time–pressure cross sections of the analyzed large-scale state fields over the sounding domain during

TWP-ICE. (a) Zonal wind, (b) meridional wind, and (c) relative humidity (with respect to ice for T , 08C). In these

figures, solid lines are for values larger than or equal to zero and dotted lines for values less than zero. In (a) and (b),

positive values are shaded and in (c) values larger than 60% are shaded. Contour interval is 5 in (a) and (b) and 20

in (c). A 24-h running mean was applied to these fields.
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COARE profile (350 hPa) during the active convection

period.

Figure 9 displays the analyzed total advective tem-

perature tendency (Tadv_tot) and its horizontal compo-

nent (Tadv_hori), which are defined as

T
adv tot
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where T is the temperature, Vh is the horizontal wind

vector, DTadiab is the adiabatic compression term, p is

the pressure, and v is the vertical velocity in p co-

ordinates. The total advective temperature tendency

was mainly dominated by its vertical component (in-

cluding the adiabatic compress term) during the active

and break periods as the horizontal advective tendency

of temperature was relatively weak. For the active mon-

soon period, the entire column was cooled primarily by

vertical advection with the maximum cooling between

340 and 565 hPa (Fig. 9c), whereas for the break period

moderate cooling was seen only at midlevels. Unlike

the active and break periods, the suppressed period

experienced pronounced horizontal advective cooling

between the surface and 215 hPa (Fig. 9d). The total

advective cooling rate decreased with height above

765 hPa, with the largest cooling occurring in the lower

troposphere (Fig. 9c). Another interesting feature seen

in Fig. 9d was that the boundary layer was largely cooled

by horizontal advection during the three clear days.

Figure 10 shows the temporal evolution and period-

averaged total and horizontal advective tendencies of

moisture, qadv_tot and qadv_hori, which are defined as
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FIG. 6. Time series of (a) analyzed surface temperature, (b) surface wind speed, (c) surface sensible

heat flux, and (d) surface latent heat flux, over the sounding domain during TWP-ICE. A 24-h running

smoothing was applied to these fields.
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where q is water vapor mixing ratio. For the active pe-

riod, strong moistening existed through the entire tro-

posphere with two peaks respectively at around 715 and

465 hPa. For the break period, the moistening was

mainly located at midlevels and was associated with

weak drying in the boundary layer. Notable midlevel

drying with the peak around 615 hPa was found for the

suppressed period and significant low-level drying was

found over the three clear days (Fig. 10c). The drying

tendencies were primarily due to the large horizontal

advection seen during these two periods (Fig. 10d). The

mid- and low-level horizontal dry advection would seem

to be partially responsible for the substantially dry

midtroposphere seen in the RH field during the sup-

pressed monsoon period. It is interesting to see from

Fig. 10d that basically all the four subperiods experi-

enced horizontal dry advection, indicating that the

moistening tendencies shown in Fig. 10c were from

vertical advective tendencies of moisture.

The diabatic heating (Q1) and drying (Q2) derived

from the variational analysis are given in Figs. 11 and 12,

respectively. The Q1 and Q2 fields showed significant

variations over the four different regimes. The heating

and drying were strongest during the active monsoon

period, consistent with the heaviest rain produced there.

The averaged Q1 profile of the monsoon systems ex-

hibited a maximum between 340 and 540 hPa. The

upper-level heating peak was associated with both deep

convection and stratiform precipitation. The shape of

the mean profile of the active monsoon cloud systems is

very similar to that diagnosed from other tropical re-

gions, for example, the heating profiles derived from the

AMEX systems (Frank and McBride 1989) and the

TOGA COARE systems (Lin and Johnson 1996b),

which all had maximum heating in the mid- and upper

troposphere.

The Q2 profile of the monsoon systems showed two

major drying layers: one above 565 hPa and another one

FIG. 7. Time series of (a) analyzed surface net shortwave radiative flux, (b) TOA net shortwave ra-

diative flux, (c) surface net longwave radiative flux, and (d) TOA net longwave radiative flux, over the

sounding domain during TWP-ICE. A 24-h running smoothing was applied to these fields.
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below 665 hPa. The relative minimum in Q2 between

565 and 665 hPa corresponds to the minimum in the

total moisture advection. The double-peak structure in

Q2 is similar to that observed in tropical convective

systems over the Marshall Islands (Yanai et al. 1973) and

northern Australia during AMEX (Frank and McBride

1989). As suggested in Johnson (1984), the double-peak

structure might be related to cumulus updrafts that

contribute to the lower peak and mesoscale updrafts

that result in the higher one. It is noted that the drying

maximum occurred at levels just slightly lower than the

heating maximum, implying a significant contribution

from stratiform rain to the Q2 profile.

Compared to the active monsoon period, the heating

was moderate and was confined above 700 hPa for the

break period. Below this level, weak cooling was ob-

served. The cooling was likely related to evaporation of

shallow cumulus clouds and convective and mesoscale

downdrafts, which also led to moderate moistening there.

The heating and drying during the suppressed period was

mainly located at low levels, consistent with the preva-

lence of shallow cumulus clouds. Quite strong moisten-

ing was observed at midlevels, likely associated with

evaporation from the low- and midlevel clouds. For the

clear days, moderate cooling was seen above 565 hPa,

presumably because of clear-sky radiative cooling, and

strong moistening was found around 815 hPa. Note that

the ‘‘clear days’’ had nonprecipitating shallow convec-

tion, as indicated by ARSCL (Fig. 2a). The strong sim-

ilarity between Q2 and qadv_hori suggests that convection

is countering the effects of horizontal dry air advection.

6. The diurnal cycle of oceanic, mainland, and
island-initiated cloud systems

The 3-hourly radiosonde launches during TWP-ICE

provide a unique opportunity to study the diurnal cycle

of the cloud systems observed during the northern

Australian monsoon season. In this section, we focus our

analysis on the diurnal cycle of the large-scale structures

and diabatic heating and drying profiles with those

convective cloud systems that occurred under different

surface boundary conditions. The convective systems

examined include the intensive monsoon systems of

oceanic origin that occurred between 0000 local stan-

dard time (LST) 22 January and 2400 LST 25 January

during the active monsoon period and the mainland and

island-initiated convective systems that were observed

between 0000 LST 6 February and 2400 LST 11 Febru-

ary during the break period. To more appropriately

describe the mainland and island-initiated convection

we carried out additional analyses for the two smaller

subregions shown in Fig. 1. The results of these analyses

will be used here and will be referred to as the mainland

domain and the Tiwi Islands domain, respectively. For

the large-scale monsoon cloud systems, the analysis data

over the whole sounding domain are used. In the fol-

lowing discussions, we use the term ‘‘mainland systems’’

to refer to those convective systems that occurred over

the mainland domain and ‘‘island systems’’ to refer to

those convective systems that were observed over the

Tiwi Islands domain during the break period.

a. Precipitation

According to earlier studies (e.g., Nesbitt and Zipser

2003), tropical precipitation tends to peak in the after-

noon over land areas because of afternoon boundary

layer destabilization caused by daytime insolation and in

the early morning over adjacent ocean regions associ-

ated with the long, nocturnal life cycle of mesoscale

convective systems. Similar diurnal features are seen

in the convective systems observed during TWP-ICE

FIG. 8. Analyzed vertical velocity over the sounding domain

during TWP-ICE. (a) Temporal evolution (dotted lines for values

less than 21 hPa hr21); (b) averaged profiles for different periods.
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(Fig. 13). The monsoon precipitation associated with

intensive mesoscale convective systems tends to peak

in the early morning hours (around 0300 LST), while

the island precipitation reaches its maximum value at

1500 LST in the afternoon. In contrast, the mainland

precipitation shows a semidiurnal variation, with one

peak in the early morning (0600 LST) and the other one

in the late afternoon (1800 LST). The daytime convec-

tive systems over the mainland and Tiwi Islands domains

were mainly driven by sea breezes due to the differential

heating between the ocean and the land. Shallow cloud

systems tended to form around midmorning (around

0900–1000 LST) along the coast and then developed into

precipitating deep convective systems in the afternoon.

The time for coastal convective clouds to propagate into

inland likely results in the 3-h delay for the mainland

precipitation to reach its maximum compared to the is-

land systems. The early morning peak seen in the main-

land precipitation is associated with the passage of squall

lines that originated outside the measurement domain

(May et al. 2008).

b. Cloud frequency

The diurnal cycle in the profiles of cloud occurrence

(Figs. 14a,b) is computed from the ARM cloud mea-

surements at the Darwin site. The single-point mea-

surements can be considered to roughly represent the

monsoon clouds (which usually covered a large fraction

of the experimental domain) and the clouds associated

with the coastal systems over the mainland because of

their proximity to the measurement site. There were no

cloud observations over the Tiwi Islands domain.

Significant diurnal variations are seen in cloud oc-

currence for both the monsoon and mainland systems.

The monsoon system has significant amounts of clouds

through the troposphere at night and relatively few clouds

FIG. 9. Analyzed advective tendency of temperature over the sounding domain during TWP-ICE. (a) Temporal evolution of total

advective tendency of temperature; (b) temporal evolution of horizontal advective tendency of temperature. In (a) and (b), dotted lines

for values less than 21 k day21. (c) Averaged total tendency profiles for different periods; (d) averaged horizontal tendency profiles for

different periods.
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during the day, consistent with the diurnal variation of

the monsoon precipitation as shown in Fig. 13. In con-

trast, the diurnal evolution of the mainland clouds dis-

plays a clear progression from shallow to deep convection

during the day: shallow cumulus clouds grow atop the

daytime boundary layer and then develop into deep

convective clouds in the late afternoon. It is interesting

to see that the mainland clouds peak at midnight with

the prominent maximum value seen in upper tropo-

sphere rather than peak around the time of the maxi-

mum precipitation. This might reflect the fact that the

sea-breeze precipitation has moved inland away from

Darwin so that the ARM Darwin site only observes the

high clouds that have advected over the site from the

deep convection that is further inland. The clouds seen

at night and in the early morning hours are also related

to the passage of squall lines over the mainland domain.

It is noted that there is a general lack of midlevel clouds

in the mainland systems. This might be due to the dry

midtroposphere observed during the break period, as

shown in Fig. 5c.

c. Vertical velocity

Consistent with the convective activity, Figs. 15a–c

show strong diurnal variations in the large-scale vertical

velocities associated with the three types of convective

systems. For the monsoon systems, the large-scale en-

vironment is characterized by upward motion through-

out the troposphere over the composite period. Upward

motion is weak during the day. It increases rapidly in the

evening (around 2100 LST) associated with the de-

velopment of nocturnal deep convection. The strongest

ascent is seen in the upper troposphere between 265 and

465 hPa at 0300 LST when precipitation reaches its

maximum intensity. The upward motion then decreases

gradually between 0300 and 1200 LST while the maxi-

mum ascent still remains above 565 hPa, corresponding

to the development of stratiform clouds.

FIG. 10. Same as Fig. 9 except for the advective tendency of moisture.
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The mainland systems exhibit a layer of weak verti-

cal motion at low levels in the midmorning (around

0900 LST) that is presumably related to the low-level

convergence caused by the sea breezes. Interestingly there

is a subsidence layer at midlevels in the late morning

and early afternoon that contributes to confining the

mainland convection to low levels and presumably also

prevents convection from developing spontaneously

anywhere in the domain at the initial stage. As the sea-

breeze system develops, quite strong upward motion is

observed in the levels above 665 hPa with weak vertical

motion below. The upward motion peaks at 1500 and

2400 LST with the afternoon peak (around 315 hPa)

higher than the midnight peak (around 465 hPa). It is

noted that the peaks in vertical velocity occur a few

hours earlier than those in precipitation for the main-

land systems, indicating a time lag between the dynamic

structure and the formation of significant rainfall over

the mainland region.

The diurnal cycle of vertical velocity for the island sys-

tems is quite different from that of the mainland systems.

The island systems display a strong diurnal variability

in vertical velocity in the mid- and upper troposphere.

The strongest upward motion is seen around 465 hPa

at 1500 LST when the surface precipitation reaches

its maximum and the downward motion peaks around

415 hPa between 0600 and 0900 LST. The upward mo-

tion remains weak and constant below 665 hPa during

most of the day except for midnight and the early morning

hours. This is different from the mainland systems, which

show a moderate subsidence layer below 665 hPa near

noon. Compared to the mainland systems, the island

systems show a much deeper ascending layer in the

lower troposphere during the day and a more significant

subsidence layer in the mid- and upper troposphere in the

midmorning (0900–1000 LST) when convection starts.

The subsidence layer acts to restrict the island convection

at low levels (shallow convection) at its initial stage,

FIG. 11. Analyzed diabatic heating rate (Q1) over the sounding

domain during TWP-ICE. (a) Temporal evolution (dotted lines for

values less than 21 k day21). (b) Averaged profiles for different

periods.

FIG. 12. Analyzed diabatic drying rate (Q2) over the sounding

domain during TWP-ICE. (a) Temporal evolution (dotted lines for

values less than 21 k day21). (b) Averaged profiles for different

periods.
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similar to the mainland convection. This is consistent with

the results from earlier studies (e.g., Simpson et al. 1993),

which indicated that the island-initiated convection was

characterized by widespread shallow convection at its

initial stage over the islands.

d. Advective tendencies of temperature and moisture

The diurnal variation of the total advective tendency

of temperature generally resembles that of the vertical

velocity field with advective cooling corresponding to

upward motion and advective warming corresponding

to downward motion (not shown). This is consistent with

the fact that the horizontal advection of temperature

was very weak during these two periods.

Similarly, the diurnal variation of the total advective

tendency of moisture for the monsoon systems (Fig. 16a)

also resembles that of the vertical velocity field. Strong

advective moistening is seen in the mid- and upper tro-

posphere at night and weak drying is found below

800 hPa during the day. The atmospheric moistening

shown in the monsoon systems is primarily due to the

vertical advection of moisture because the horizontal

terms (Fig. 17a) generally show advective drying in the

mid- and upper troposphere, while the daytime lower-

level drying is mainly associated with dry horizontal

advection of moisture. In contrast, both the mainland and

island-initiated systems show a weak moistening layer

near the surface and a moderate drying layer above

during the day in both the total and horizontal advection

fields (Figs. 16b,c and 17b,c). Compared to the mainland

systems, the island systems show considerably stronger

total and horizontal advective moistening below 865 hPa

over the composite period and weaker drying in the low

and midtroposphere during the day. It is interesting to note

that there exists a minimum in total advective moistening

near 600 hPa for the monsoon system (Fig. 16a). This

is caused by the persistent maximum relative humidity

observed at that level (not shown). The moistening min-

imum results in a distinct double-peak structure in the

total moisture advection profile for the monsoon sys-

tems when they reach the maximum intensity between

midnight and 0300 LST.

e. Heating and drying profiles

The composite profiles of the diurnal cycle of diabatic

heating for the three periods are shown in Figs. 18a–c,

respectively. The Q1 profiles are largely influenced by the

vertical velocity. For the monsoon systems (Fig. 18a), the

heating is weak during the day and reaches its maximum

at 0300 LST when the strongest precipitation occurs. The

maximum heating is seen in the upper troposphere be-

tween 365 and 465 hPa. In contrast, the upper-level max-

imum heating occurs in the afternoon around 1500 LST

for the mainland systems (Fig. 18b), associated with the

development of intensive afternoon deep convection.

In the morning (0900–1200 LST), the heating is mainly

located near the surface because of the occurrence of

shallow convection. The heating and cooling seen at night

are related to the passage of squall lines. Compared to the

mainland systems, the island systems (Fig. 18c) also ex-

hibit a diabatic heating layer near the surface in the

morning associated with the development of shallow

convection. The heating rapidly extends to the mid- and

upper troposphere as convection develops and reaches

its maximum in the afternoon (around 1500 LST). Dia-

batic cooling dominates the entire troposphere at night

for the island systems. This is different from the main-

land systems.

FIG. 13. Diurnal cycle of surface precipitation rates (mm day21). Solid line is for monsoon systems,

dashed line is for mainland systems, and dot–dashed line is for island systems.
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The composite profiles of diurnal cycle of diabatic

drying for the three types of systems are shown in Fig. 19.

The variations of the vertical profiles of Q2 resemble

those of the total advective tendency of moisture. All the

systems show considerable moistening (particularly for

the mainland and island systems) in the lower tropo-

sphere during the day with the peak seen around local

noon. This low-level moistening is presumably due to

the evaporation of shallow cumulus clouds or boundary

layer processes. In the mid- and upper troposphere, the

monsoon systems display a prominent maximum drying

at midnight because of nocturnal deep convection, while

both the mainland and island systems exhibit a pro-

nounced maximum drying in the afternoon.

7. Summary

We have documented the large-scale structure and

diabatic heating and drying profiles of the tropical con-

vective systems observed during TWP-ICE, which was

conducted in January and February 2006 in Darwin dur-

ing the Australian summer monsoon season. Our analysis

has focused on the variations of the structures with dif-

ferent synoptic regimes experienced in Darwin during the

experiment. The monsoon behavior during the experi-

ment was found to be modulated by the passage of an

MJO event. A constrained objective variational analysis

approach was used to derive the large-scale state and Q1

and Q2 profiles from original sounding measurements.

It is shown that the Darwin region had a very similar

environment to that observed in other tropical regions

FIG. 14. Diurnal cycle of clouds. (a) Monsoon systems and

(b) mainland systems. The unit is %. In the figures, values larger

than 50% are shaded. Contour interval is 10 in (a) and 5 in (b).

FIG. 15. Diurnal cycle of vertical velocity (hPa hr21). (a)

Monsoon systems, (b) mainland systems, and (c) island systems. In

(a)–(c), negative values are shaded. Contour interval is 5 in (a) and

2 in (b) and (c).
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during the active and suppressed periods associated with

the monsoon and MJO circulations. The active monsoon

period was characterized by strong upward motion and

large advective cooling and moistening through the en-

tire troposphere, while the suppressed and clear periods

exhibited moderate midlevel subsidence and significant

low- to midlevel drying through horizontal advection.

The midlevel subsidence and horizontal dry advection

contributed to the considerably dryer midtroposphere

observed during this period and are likely factors that

limit the growth of clouds. During the break period,

mean upward motion was accompanied by advective

FIG. 16. Diurnal cycle of total advective tendency of moisture

(g kg21 day21). (a) Monsoon systems, (b) mainland systems, and

(c) island systems. In (a)–(c), negative values are shaded. Contour

interval is 2 in these figures.

FIG. 17. Diurnal cycle of horizontal advective tendency of

moisture (g kg21 day21). (a) Monsoon systems, (b) mainland sys-

tems, and (c) island systems. In (a)–(c), negative values are shaded.

Contour interval is 1 in these figures.
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cooling and moistening located at midlevels with weak

advective warming and drying at low levels. These dif-

ferent large-scale structures are likely important in the

interaction of the large-scale environment with tropical

convection.

The Q1 and Q2 profiles demonstrated considerable

variations with different regimes. This appears to result

from differences in the large-scale structures, cloud types,

and rainfall rates between the regimes. This is consistent

with Schumacher et al. (2007), who showed that large-

scale flow variations, surface precipitation rates, and

cloud types all played an important role in determining

the Q1 profiles based on the data from the KWAJEX,

TRMM–LBA, and SCSMEX field campaigns. This study

shows that the strongest diabatic heating and drying

FIG. 18. Diurnal cycle of diabatic heating rates (K day21). (a)

Monsoon systems, (b) mainland systems, and (c) island systems. In

(a)–(c), negative values are shaded. Contour interval is 5 in (a) and

3 in (b) and (c).

FIG. 19. Diurnal cycle of diabatic drying rates (K day21). (a)

Monsoon systems, (b) mainland systems, and (c) island systems. In

(a)–(c), negative values are shaded. Contour interval is 5 in (a) and

3 in (b) and (c).
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occurred during the active monsoon period when the

rainfall rates were the largest. In this period, the heating

was observed throughout the troposphere with maxima

between 350 and 550 hPa, while the drying exhibited

a distinct double-peak structure that is presumably as-

sociated with cumulus updrafts at low levels and meso-

scale updrafts at high levels. These features are similar

to those diagnosed from other tropical field campaigns.

In contrast, the heating and drying were moderate and

only appeared above 700 hPa during the break period.

For the suppressed periods, the heating and drying

tended to have their maxima at low levels, correspond-

ing to the prevalence of shallow cumulus clouds during

these periods.

To further investigate the observed large-scale struc-

ture and diabatic heating and drying profiles, a composite

analysis has been performed to study the diurnal cycle of

the monsoon systems during the active period and the

mainland and island convective systems during the

break period by using the unique TWP-ICE 3-h sound-

ing data. To more appropriately describe the mainland

and island systems, we have performed additional ana-

lyses over two subdomains covering the mainland and

Tiwi Islands regions.

These systems exhibited significant differences in the

large-scale structures and Q1 and Q2 profiles through

their diurnal evolutions. Convection during the mon-

soon period was weak during the day, increased rapidly

in the evening, and reached its maximum intensity in the

early morning hours. Convection over the mainland and

Tiwi Islands domains was initiated primarily by the sea-

breeze circulation and confined in the lower troposphere

in the midmorning and then quickly developed into deep

convection and reached its maximum intensity in the

afternoon. The transition from shallow to deep con-

vection is clearly shown in both cloud and Q1 profiles of

the mainland and island systems. This is supported by

the differences in the large-scale structures between the

monsoon systems and the mainland and island systems.

The monsoon systems featured upward motion through-

out the day with the maximum ascending level in the

upper troposphere at 0300 LST because of the nocturnal

deep convection. In contrast, the mainland and island

systems showed an afternoon maximum in vertical ve-

locity in the mid–upper troposphere. At their initial sys-

tem development stages (around 0900–1000 LST), the

mainland and island systems developed in an environment

with an ascending layer near the surface because of the sea

breeze circulation and a subsidence layer above, especially

for the island systems. The subsidence layer contributes to

limiting the mainland and island convective systems to

low levels at their initial stages and to focusing convec-

tion along sea-breeze convergence lines later in the day.

Although the mainland and island convective systems

were both driven by sea breezes, considerable differ-

ences were found in their large-scale structures and

diabatic heating and drying profiles. We have shown that

the island systems had a deeper layer of upward motion

and stronger advective moistening near the surface than

the mainland systems during the day, which resulted in

a deeper low-level diabatic heating and stronger drying

in the island systems than the mainland systems. It is also

shown that the diurnal cycle of the mainland system was

largely influenced by squall lines that passed over the

experimental domain at night, which led to the second-

ary peak in its surface precipitation, large-scale struc-

tures, and diabatic heating and drying profiles.

It should be noted that the results shown in this study

are based on a relatively small data sample and should

be viewed with a degree of caution. Nevertheless, the

large-scale structures and diabatic heating and drying

profiles revealed in the examined convective systems

generally agree with those diagnosed from other tropi-

cal field campaigns. Furthermore, the high-frequency

(3 hourly) sounding data from TWP-ICE enabled us to

perform a diurnal analysis of the convective systems

under different surface boundary conditions. This is

especially valuable for the mainland and island systems

during the break monsoon period since these systems

often occur on a daily basis and have much shorter

lifetimes than the monsoon systems. By using the in-

tensive sounding measurements combined with other

unique observations from the enhanced surface obser-

vational network and satellite data, this study has pro-

vided a comprehensive description of the large-scale

environment and diabatic heating and drying profiles of

the tropical convective systems observed during TWP-

ICE. It therefore provides important information for

future studies on TWP-ICE.
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APPENDIX

Correction of the Vaisala RS92 Sondes

a. Vömel et al. (2007) method

The Vaisala RS92 sondes are known to have a signif-

icant daytime solar radiation dry bias and a minor

temperature-dependent calibration error. Vömel et al.

(2007) developed an empirical method to correct the

bias based on results from a comparison of RS92 hu-

midity observations with reference measurements made

by a cryogenic frostpoint hygrometer (CFH). As de-

scribed in Vömel et al. (2007), the RS92 measured rel-

ative humidity can be corrected by using a pressure- (P)

dependent radiation error correction factor Crad(P) and

a temperature- (T) dependent calibration factor Ccal(T).

The correction factor can be written as

C
rh

5
RH

corr

RH
TL

5
1

[C
rad

(P)][C
cal

(T)]
, (A1)

where RHcorr is the corrected relative humidity, RHTL

is the time lag corrected humidity profile described by

Miloshevich et al. (2004), Ccal(T) is given in Table A1,

and Crad(P) can be expressed as

C
rad

(P) 5�0.12 158 ln(P)2
1 1.664 ln(P)� 4.7855.

(A2)

b. Revised Vömel et al. (2007) method
for TWP-ICE

The Vömel et al. (2007) method was developed for

correcting RS92 soundings launched near solar noon

and at night because there were no early morning or late

afternoon soundings available over the period they

studied. Using the 3-hourly high-frequency TWP-ICE

soundings and the ARM microwave radiometer (MWR)

measured precipitable water vapor (PWV) from the

ship, we found that the dry bias is also dependent on the

solar zenith angle with greater bias found for radio-

sondes launched near solar noon than those made in the

early morning or late afternoon. Therefore, the use of

the near-noon relative humidity correction factors for

early morning or late afternoon soundings is going to

result in an overcorrection of the relative humidity. To

take into account of this, a new correction factor Czen is

introduced into Eq. (A1):

C
rh

5
RH

corr

RH
TL

5
C

zen

[C
rad

(P)][C
cal

(T)]
, (A3)

where Czen is a function of the zenith angle, z:

C
zen

5 1 1 [min(z, 90)]
C

rad
� 1

90

� �
. (A4)

The zenith angle correction factor ensures that Crh de-

creases linearly, from a maximum at local noon to a

minimum at nighttime. At noon, RHcorr is the same as

the daytime correction described in Vömel et al. (2007).

Table A2 shows the biases for soundings made from

the ship with various corrections applied. The first col-

umn shows the biases for uncorrected soundings, the

second column is for soundings corrected using the

method described in Vömel et al. (2007), the third col-

umn is for soundings corrected using Eqs. (A3) and

(A4), and the last column shows the number of sound-

ings that were used in the validation. Results are shown

for near-noon soundings (z , 308, first row), all daytime

soundings (second row), and all nighttime soundings

(last row).

At the ship, the uncorrected soundings show a signifi-

cant daytime dry bias. When the temperature calibration

and pressure-dependent radiation correction are applied,

the dry bias is overcorrected, resulting in quite a large

moist bias. As discussed above, this is expected because

the bias correction method developed by Vömel et al.

(2007) was based on soundings made near noon, whereas

many of the soundings in this study were for the early

morning or late afternoon, when the radiation dry bias is

less. Finally, when all the corrections are applied, the

PWV bias is significantly reduced, even for the near-

noon soundings.

TABLE A1. Empirical RS92 calibration factors [Ccal(T )] and

their uncertainties derived from nighttime soundings. Reproduced

from Vömel et al. (2007).

Temperature (T, Celsius) Ccal(T ) Uncertainty

0 0.98 60.02

230 0.98 60.06

250 0.94 60.03

260 1.04 60.06

270 1.13 60.06
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Of course, the RS92 dry bias will vary from one launch

to the next, as a result of local factors such as cloud

cover, which are not accounted for by the correction

algorithm. Nevertheless, the correction method pre-

sented in this paper provides a simple method for sig-

nificantly reducing the RS92 relative humidity errors.
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